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United Press International

In Our !1st Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, July 2, 1970

"You bet I'm crying "uncle." 1
mean Untie Sam. Something's
wrong.
"You allow us taxpaying Parents $600 a year to feed, clothe,
house and train a youngatro,
but you spend $7,000 a Year Per
youngster in your Federal Job
Corps. Either we're allowing
you too much or you're not allowing us enough. Which I/
correct?
"You allow us taxpaying parents $600 a year for the care
Led feeding of each child, but
er the Cuban Refugee Proyou my you need $1,200 a
year — plus another $1,000 if
hey or girl is in schoot.
How come you're shortchanging
the hoinefolks?
"In the barest of egerironment,
Federal Prison, with no frills
or luxuries, to maintain one
— person you need $2,300 per
e year. What variable rule are
you using that says we taxpayers can do it for oniefourth of
that?
"Under Social Security you
pay the elderly $168 a month.
How come only $50 a month for
us per yougeter?
"You spent $1,074.84 a year
to feed, clothe, and house a
youngster in uniform. How in
heck do you expect us to do
the same, plus recreation,
(Continued on Page Nine)

Two Deaths Raise
State Toll To 461
by United Press International
The death of a Louisville man
early today in a Shelby County
accident and a delayed fatality
from Hart County mind the
state toll for the year thus for
to 487 — compared with 501
through this date last year.
The fatalitier
SHELBYVILLE: A Louisville
man still =identified by late
morning was killed early today
when his car ran off 144 five
miles east of Shelbyville, overturned and burned. State police
said the victim was pinned in
the wreckage.
BONN1EVILLE: Tom Hrobowski, 45, of Selma, Ala., died today of injuries suffered on June
20 in a two-car coilision on I65 three miles north of Bonnievilla.

Letter To The Editor
Dear Editor,
This letter is written to express our thanks to the many
people who helped in so many
ways to keep our home from
being destroyed by fire on
Monday night.
It isn't possible to name each
one individually who helped,
but we are thankful to each
person for their assistance in
our time of need. It's a good
thing to live in a community
where people are concerned about the welfare of the other
people who live there.
We want to especially thank
the Hazel and Murray Fire Departments, the Murray-Oalloway County Rescue Squad, and
all volunteer firemen.
We know those who worked
to save our home suffered extremely from the intense heat
of the fire from the Kelly home.
You have dine us am especially great favor, which we
shall never forget
Very truly yours.
Mr. and Mrs Calvin Key
Hazel, Kentucky
YOUTH SING
The Oak Grove Cumberland
youth
Church
Presbyterian
group wiU sponsor a youth sing
Friday night in the church annex at 7 p ni. Everyone is invited to attend.
L0001 TO /ARIT
Temple Hill Ledge number
276 F. & A. M. will meet in regular communication on Saturday. July 4, at 730 p.m. Wort
In the E. A. degree will be held.
All Masons are welcome.

Vol. LXXXX.1,414. 156

Nixon Not Planning
To Send Troops
Back To Cambodia

{Bishop Finger To
Open Revival
With Ordination

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Richard L. Sweet, President of
Post D, Muskegon, Michigan
wrote the following article. We
have published something on
this order, but his message has
food for thought.

10. Per Copy

H. Ellis Finger, Jr., Bishop
of the Memphis Annual Conference of the United Methodist
Church, will conduct the ordinae
bon of Elbert Johns, Jr., at
South Pleasant Grove Church on
Sunday, July 5, at 7:45 p.m. Ministers and interested churchmen
last night, in a nationally
of all denominations are cordlabroadcast conversation with
ily
to attend, Following
three network newsmen, that he
the ceremony, there will be a
has no intentioe to send U. S.
reception honoring Bishop Fingground forces Or *Misers back
FT. /AcCUILLAPI, ALA. —
er and Mr. and Mrs. Johns in
Into Cambodia. - - the fellowship hall of the church. Army Private Sherry L. Adams,
Withdrawal of the last Amerie
Mr. Johns has been the pastor daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
"With Neither Flags Nor Uni- can troops was announced Tuesdat South Pleasant Grove since he Adams, Route 2, Hanel, recent- forms" will be the title of so ay, two months after the Incurcompleted his studies at the Div- ly completed eight weeks of address by Mrs. Harriette Simp- sions intended to wipe out North
inity School of Duke University basic training at the Women's son Arnow at the summer meet Vietnamese military sanctuaries
Corps Center at Ft. Mc- ing of the Jackson Purchase
in June, 1969. He is a graduate Army
on the South Vietnamese border.
Ciellan, Ala.
Historical Society at Murray
Of Paducah Tilghman High School
Nixon also emphasized that the
in
instruction
She
received
July 11.
(1962), Lamtuth College (A.B.
United States is ready to make
Army historsnd traditions,
Mrs. Arnow, native Kentuck
1966), and Duke University (m.
administrative procedures, mil- Ian and well known novelist, concessions to gain peace in
Div. 1969).
itary justice, first aid and field will be the principal speaker at Southeast Asia,
Mrs. Johns is a Registered
training.
LOS ANGELES (UPI)— Higle
the meeting of the Purchase
Nurse in the Coronary Care Unit
of President Nixon's
historians Saturday evening Lights
at Murray-Calloway County HosJuly 11, at 6:30 o'clock in the television interview on foreign
pitalWaterfield Student Union Ball- policy:
Mr. Johns' father, Elbert JONew negotiator: Announced
room on the Murray State
ns Sr., is the former Scout Excampus.
appointment of veteran Ambare
ecutive of the Four Rivers CounIn a letter to Dr. L. J. Har- senior David K. E. Bruce to
cil, Boy Scouts of America.
lin,
president of the Society head U.S. negotiators at Paris
The practice of ordaining minMrs. Arnow said the "queer talks,
Voiced
hope
North
isters le- their own respective
title" of her talk "refers to our Vietnam will "reciprocate" by
churches was initiated in this
early Kentucky settlers for getting down to serious negotiaarea by Bishop Finger. The
whom life was, as you know tions, but said he has had "no
be
sermon
will
bishop's
of the
one endless battle, not only signals from Hanoi" of I
Show
"The Making of a Minister." The Purchase Holstein
with Indians, but also with nat- readiness to bargain.
The service on Sunday night will be held at the Purchase ure, the land, illness and accidhas "nt
Cambodia:
He
Fairgrounds, May- ents, sometimes hunger . . ."
will be the first of a series in Memorial
Intention of sending american
the revival, which will continue field, Kentucky, at 10:00 a.m.
Mrs. Arnow is currently on
through Friday. The guest min- on July 7, 1970, Dr. John Nico- Murray's campus as one of the ground forces back into Cambodia," But he left open the
Kentucky,
will
isters for the week will be the la', University of
lecturers at the Jesse Stuart possibility U.S. troops might
Rev, Daly Thompson, St. John's act as the official judge.
Creative Writing Workshop. Her return if he
ever feels such
United Methodist Church in Mem- Registered Holstein breeders first novel was "Mountain
action is needed to protect the
phis; the Rev. John A.Jones, throughout the Purchase area will Path"; and "Hunter's Horn",
position of U.S. forces in South
Kfrksey United Methodist Ch- participate in the show,Trophies published in 1949, was a best
Vietnam,
a
lay
donated
by
area
Atwood,
been
Tommy
which
have
urch; Mr.
seller and Fiction Book Club
Middle East The situation is
_
evangelist from Cobb, Ky.; the businesses will be awarded to selection.
• like the
Mr. and Mrs. Arnow and their "terribly dangerous
Rev. Bill Smalling, South Fulton the winners. This year there will
Balkans before World War I"
United Methodist Church; middle be 25 classes in the show and two children reside in Ann Arbecause it involves the possibiliRev, Fred Morton of the Unitet more than 75 animals are expect- bor, Michigan, where Mr. A:nuclear
now is publicity director for the ty that the two
lainibtry at Murray Steed ed to be entered.
superpowers, the Soviet Unfelt
This annual Holstein show is Michigan Heart Association.
versity.
guiP
Mrs. John Kirksey, Paducah, and the United States may INC
under the direction of the Purchase Holstein-Cattle Club whict will be installed at the July 11 "drawn into a conrontation
is composed of registered Hol- meeting as the new president that neither wants."
Aid to Israel: If Soviet aid to
stein breeders in the Perches( at the Jackson Purchase Histori-trek These breeders are inter- cal Society. Dr. Bunter Han- the Arab states upsets the
ested in promoting Holstein claire cock will announce plans for balance to power in the Middle
PETUNIA PIG??? — Citizens of Murray sheatlal net be alarmed If they see this flew
East, there will be war. So the
cattle through selective breeding, the forthcoming ..annual bus
foot tall pig In various places In the city over the next few weeks. The plywood pig was built
United States will "do what is
tour of the mensters.
animals,
showing
of
competitive
by L. D. Cathay for the Murray 'TOPS' Club (Take Off Pounds Sensibly). The member of
Reservations for the banquet necessary to maintain Israel's
sales,
records
and
production
the club who gains the most weight between Tuesday night meetings has the 'honor' of disOfficers of the Purchase Hol- should be made with the secre- strength" at a level that will
playing the pig In her front yard throughout he next week.
"deter its neighbors from
stein Cattle Club for 1970 are tary, Miss Margaret Heath, 1202
(Staff note by Gene McCutcheon)
attacking."
Mr. Hood E. Itoidion of Route president, Lloyd Gholson, Kevil; Maple Street, Benton.
Withdrawal from Vietnam:
6 Murray, died thu morning at vice-president, W. D. McCuieThe United States is prepared
7 a. in. after an extended ill- tion, Murray, and Charles E.
to withdraw all its forces this
ness. He was 87 years old.
Hobbs, Mayfield, Secretary-"TreFR EE PUPPIES
year if North Vietnam will
Mr. Hopeon is survived by his asurer.
withdraw
its forces and negowife, Mellie H. Hopson, two
especially
perThe puttic and
UmMmid Prows Informational
daughters, Mn. Roeetella OutGerman Shepard puppies are to tiate a settlement. If there is
inteeeeled in promoting the
sons
land and Mrs. Mary Moore, both
no settlement, withdrawal of all
Kentucky: Partly cloudy and of Route 6, three sons, John Holstein cattle business in this be given away free as pets by the U.S.
forces will be a "long term
rather warm today and tonight Thomas Hopson of Woodland, area are cordially invited to owner. Persons Interested should
goal."
Fish found in a portion of
call 753-4454.
Widely scattered thundershow- Washington, -Gill G. Hopson, attend.
Dissent He is "concerned
the Tennessee River near Calers mainly north and east por- Route 5, Murray, mid Thiss Hopabout"
campus disorders and
vert City below Kentucky
tions tonight. Fridey partly son of Route 8, Murneyeele had
other manifestations of opposiDam are contiuninated with
clordy and not so warm with four grandchildren.
tion to his Cambodian action,
mercury, a spokesman for the
scattered thundershowers. Highs
Mr. Hopson eie a member of
but he made the decision
Federal Water Quality Admintoday mostly in lower 90s. Ls the Rummell Chapel Methodist
because
he
felt it
was
istration of the U.S. Departtonight in lower 708. Highs Fri Church.
necessary to protect the Ameriment of Interior said Wednesday upper 804 to low 90s.
Funeral services will be held
can troops in Vietnam. And "if
day afternoon.
at 10 a. on. Saturday at the
I am faced with that decision
According to the FWQA, the
KIIPITUCKY LAKE STAGES T.- a Churchill funeral home
again, I'll do it again."
recovered fish had potentially
Scott Fitzhugh 358.0, fall 03 wklia Rev. Gerald White and
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) — live Research Commission (LRC)
dangerous levels of mercury."
Success: He regards the
Egipiers Ferry 358.0, fall 04 Bev. A. M. Thomas officiatkig. She Department of Insurance for approval "sometime next
The FWQA spokesman said
move into Cambodia as "the
Kentucky EW 353.1, fall 0 4 Burial will be 12 the Evans Wednesday concluded its hear- week."
Kentucky TW 301.8, fluctuate cemetery.
on the states new insur- Insurance Commissioner Rob- most decisive action, in terms
(Continued on Page Nino)
Sunset today 827, sunrise Fri , Friends may call at the fa ance code and announced it ert Preston said the monstrous of
damaging
the enemy's
day 5:56.
ability
to
wage
effective
✓IM home after-15p. In. today. iied-1115init it to the Legisle
warfare, that has been taken in
(Continued on- Famai Nino)
this war to date." As a result
of it, the Cambodian government's chances of surviving are
'infinitely better" than they
were two months ago.
Cooper-Church
Amendment
He is confident the House will
"modify" the ban, voted by the
A quiet night was reported
Senate Tuesday. on ulik of U.S.
In the City of Murray last night
has
Governor
Nunn
Louie
B.
by both the Murray Police De(Continued on Page Nina)
Miss
announced
of
the
selection
partment and the Murray Fire
Jeanie Diuguid, the daughter al
Department.
Between 560 and 660 AmeriMr. and Mrs. James E Duiguid
The Fire Department had no
Rev. R. J. Some,
cans will lose their Lives in trafof
803
Sharpe
Street,
Murray.
the
Pollee
night
and
calls last
fic accidents mid another 27,Revival services will be bald to participate in the Summer
Department was called to on000 to 31,000 will suffer disabProgram
Social
Worker
Intern
ly a few minor traffic mishaps. at The Grace Baptist Church beling injuries during this year's'
ginning on July 6 and continu- sponsored by the Departmare
Fourth of July weekend, accordof
Economic
Security.
The Good Shepherd United
ing through Sunday, July 12,
ing to the National Safety Coun- Methodist Church
According to an announcement
will begin re
This program is designed to
cil. _
made by the pastor, L D. Wil- give college students who are
The holiday begins tonight at vival services July 5, through
son.
interested in a social service
6 p. rn, local time aid extends July 10th, with services being
The evangelist will be R. J. career the opportunity to gain
until midnight Sunday—a 7$ held at 7:45 o'clock each evening.
Burpoe, pastor of the
valuable training and on-thehour period.
Rte. Clovis Kemp, of Pur
Baptist Church and former past- job experience in the field of
During the 1969 Fourth of
or' of the Grace Baptist Church social work.
July holiday, 609 persons were year, Teen, will be the evange
will
be
Dodson
Dr. Sam R.
Ind several other churches in
Students from Kentucky col
killed in accidents on the L14- list.
the speaker at the next general the county.
The public is cordially trivit•
lege' and universities and Ken
bon's road's.
meeting of the Woman's SocServices will be held each tucky residents attending out
ed to attend these services
iety of the First United Me- evening at 7:45 p.m. Sunday of-state schools are chosen to
thodist Church.
school will start at 10:00 a.m. participate in the program acThe meeting will be held on with preaching at 11:00 a.m. on cording to their interest, career
BIBLE SCHOOL
July 7 at 10 a.m. in the school July 12.
objectives, and academic backBible
School will be held at
hall of the church.
Music director for the revival grounds.
the Bethel United Methodist
Mrs. Nell Eaton will give the will be Paul Mendez:son with
After completing a two week
Church neet week from Mondevotion.
Dwain Jones playing the organ training' course, Miss Duiguid
All city offices will be cloy
Mies Jeanie Ostiguid, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
day, July 6 to Friday, July 10.
A sack lunch will follow the and Donna Rogers as the pian- will be assigned to the local
I. Dulguld of 803 Sharpe Street, Murray, has been chosen
ed Friday, July 3, according to
The
school
will
be
held
from
general meeting.
ist. The nursery will be open Public Assistance Office.
to participate In the Summer Social Worker intern ProMurray Mayor, Holmes ElLis.
7 p m to 9 p. m and the nurAt 9:15 a.m., prior to the for all services and the pubMiss Diuguid will be a sen
rem *consoled by the Department of Economic Security.
Ellis said that the sanitation
sery
will
lie
open,
Classes
will
an
executive
meeting,
general
lic is invited to attend the,, Per lot this fall at Murray Stati' Shown with Miss Dulguld Is Robert Hughes, an Instructor
department will run OW truck
be
held
for
children
through
13
meeting will be held.
University.
...
Prose the Lexington Training Canter.
to pickup from he restaurants...,
year olds.

Mrs. Arnow To Tell
Historians About
Trials of Pioneers

President Nixon gave assurance

Holstein Show
Set For July
title 1 At Mayfield

Hood E. Hopson
Dies Today After Extended Illness

Tennessee River Fish Found
WEATHER REPORT
Contaminated With Mercury
Revival Announced By
Grace Baptist Church

City Foe And Police
Departments Report
Quiet Night in City

LRC Concludes Hearings On
New Kentucky Insurance Code

Jeanie Dutruid Is ChosenFor Special Social
Wort Program

TON Expected lo

Reach 560 To 660
Over 4th Weekend

Revival Planned At
Good Shepherd Church

Woman's Society Of
Methodist Church
To Hold Meeting

City Offices Will
Be Closer! On Ermay

'
so
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UK College Of Agriculture
To Help Destroy Marijuana

THE LEDGER & TIMES City Ordinance

PUSLISNILD by LEDGER a Tim= PUBLISHING COMPANY
las., Oonaolidation of the Murray Ledger,'Ms Calloway Timm *At
The Times-Herald. October 20, lea and the West traohisachui
January 1, UAL
148 N. 41h Street, 101111117. 144480181Y Men
JAMBS C WILLLLMS, PUBLISH=

ORDINANCE NUMBER tin
i KING AN ORDINANCE DE
THE NEED, NECES
4
, DESIRABILITY AND
«
1 E211ON OF THE CITY OF
I URB.AY, KENTUCKY, TO ANi
=tor,
the
to
We menet the right to relent any LdtegUang, Letters
EX CERTAIN CONTIGUOUS
or Pubis's Voice items watch, in our °guano. are not for the best i EIRRITORY TO THE CITY OF
=eons of our maim
3 URRAY, KENTUCKY; AND
NATIONAL bUIPELL131124TATIVZ8: WALLACE WITMER, 00.. 1501 ) URATELY DEFINING THE
Maoism Aye, Masaptus. Tenn.; Time A We Bldg. New Ycsit, N.Y., 1 UNDARTES OF TILE
bk41,MMILIMOCI aids. Detroit, Mich.
I[TORY WHICH CITY OF
PRO'
:UBRAY, KENTUCKY,
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
TO ANNEX.
DS
—
Matter
Class
Second
transmission as
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
35g, pet ( Id:MON COUNCIL OF THE
SUBIKAPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week
Manua *Lai. in
oway and acitommg counties, per year, Masa; I ITY OF MURRAY, KENTUO
AS FOLLOWS:
Lanus 1 is A. $14.1.111; aiseehere $16.0u. All service subscriptions 0.00 1

LEXINGTON, Ky. - What grow tall, slender stems that
once wasa major farm crop in would produce long, useable
central and western Kentucky fibers, Bryant said.
The wild hemp growing in
nurtured tenderly with plow
and hoe, is now about to get the area now is from volunteer
plants from these earlier COM
the in.
Cannabis Naive, its botanical Wercial crops.
name; hemp its crop name; and
pot, or grass, or tea, or mary
jane, or marijuana, its current
popular names, is the target of
a search-and-destroy mission ingovernment
volving several
Even before the 4th of July
NOTRE DAME "HRST"-Mrs.
agencies.
the highways are alive with Graciela Olivarez
looks real
Three experts in the College tourists.
SECTION I: That is is need"TM Ommandmig t.lvts Sams of a Cemmeekty le the
happy on being the Univerof Agriculture, University of
While I was out on the front sity
necessary and desirable
i
law", el an Newspaper
of Notre Dame's first
Kentucky, have been asked by lawn weeding my Bowers, cars
that the following described
woman law graduate. She is
with
and
federal
narcotics
officials
to
constantly
adjacent
whisaed
by
lying
1
ands
THURSDAY - JULY 2, 1970
a recent Nixon appointee on
help destroy hemp growing sign, like "See Wonder Falls"
tiguous to the present boundary
WHAT'S NEW IN HEW-et-stair:kr.. Nixon and Elliot L. Richthe Population Commission.
Murray,
of
wild
on
farm
land
in
Fayette
other
City
some
the
Cave"
or
k mite of
ardson chat in the White Hous, Rose Garden after Richardor "Ruby
and Jessamine Counties, the attraction. But I prefer being
tucky, be annexed to said
son took his oath of office as new secretary of Health,
two Kentucky counties designat- at home to being homesick.
ity of Murray, Kentucky, and
Eduction and Welfare HEW).
LEDGER A TIKES FILE
ed in the pilot program by the
b ome a part thereof, to-wit:
Two of Otis Lovin's grandAREA NO. I
Bureau of Narcotics and Dang- ame, Andy and Tim Gannon
Beginning at a point on the
erous Drugs.
have spent three weeks with
The street paving program .for the summer was decided on last
southeast corner of the inDr. J. W. Herron, weed con- him before boarding a non-stop
isvarestu:wasu plelltAirma
night by the Murray City Council. Councilman Ben Grogan said
tersection of Kentucky Hightrol specialist; Charles Gulley, plane at St. Louis for Colorado
approximately $7,700 would be available for paving this year.
way Number 94 and South
Fayette County Extension a- Springs.
Rev. T. T. Crabtree will preach at the First Baptist Church Sun1st Feature Tonight
lath Street; thence south
gent; and Clarence Mitchell,
They have enjoyed the counday for Dr. H. C. Chiles viho is attending the Baptist World Alliance
to
a
and Friday
with South lath Street
Jessamine County Extension a- try living. One memorable day
in Rio de Janeiro Brazil.
'
point on Johnson Boulevard;
gent, met with narcotics and was the Saturday they accomThe Civic Improvement Association will meet in the Court House
thence east with Johnson
USDA officials and Extension panied my husband and me to
July 5.
Boulevard to a point on the
representatives from 10 other Dairy Day at the shopping cenMr. and Mrs. Bob Neale and little son, Bruce, of Manchester,
present city limits; thence
midwestern states in St. Louis ter and Andy, nine years old
Tenn., are visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Neale and
north with the present city
this week to plan their cam won a bicycle. It was the most
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Farmer.
limits to a point on Locust
paign against the plant.
t.ttkt.) 11.0.41•1
pleasant surprise of his yo
11...•
COLOR
Drive; thence west with the
ionime•••
The College of Agriculture's life, and even the lucky ticket
UNIVERSAL PICTURE
point
a
limits
to
preeent city
role, Herron said, will be soled), was free with free milk. A once
,
on the southwest corner
ti
educaonal.
"We will help far in a life time experience he can
Calendarthe present city limits; thenrisers and landowners identify tell and re-tell for years. His
a dull town until
ce north with the present
the plant and recommend con- mother was Wilma Lovins a
Sheriff McCullough
city limits to a point on KenLEDGER a Tann
trol practices," he added.
Murray College graduate, now
tucky Highway Number 94;
took over
He said that the weed is usu an English teacher in Colorado
thence west with Kentucky
elly found along ditch banks, SPrIsSe
Highway Number 94 to the
railroads, unmowed roadsides,
We are sorry that Mrs. J. D.
point of beginning.
and abandoned fields. It is most McClure who is to teach at
II
AREA
NO.
For the first time in the memory of most Calloway Countains
ir
't,
re
commonly found in moist low Buchanan, Tenn. is a patient at g
.?
.Beginning at a point on the
there will he.no.assessmerd-ot_property for state or away ta-es
Vanderbilt.
southwest corner of the inas of July I,.
"Since, Ws an annual, and re- Young Tony McClure was
SPACE CHAMPS -- Soviet cosmonauts Andrian Miele)
,
"
tersection of Kentucky HighMurray MI'S" at gear Creek Girl Scout Camp are Patsy Shackelproduces by seed, preventing happy to be invited on a trip
ileft) and Vitaly Sevastianov became the new champion
way Number 94 aid So. 18th
ford, Fidelia Anstin, Annette Ward, Nancy Cotham, Carolyn Carraseed production by tilling or re- to Florida with the Glen Stubspace travelers when t.qy passed the mark (13 days, 18
Street; thence west 200 feet
way, Janet Jetton, and Mary Martha Street.
peated close mowing in early blefield's and son.
hours, 35 minutes) of T. astronauts Frank Borman and
rightsouth
on
the
a
point
to
Ty Holland said that all booths and tables at the City Park have
summer while the plants are
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie StubJames Lovell, in their Earth-orbiting Soyuz 9.
Highway
Kentucky
of
of-way
been reserved for dinner and supper on July 4.
young is effective," Herron ex blefield, Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Number 94; thence south
Mrs. Don Snyder was hostess to the Tuesday Night Bridge Club
plamed.
Mitchell and Mrs. Louise Patparallel with South lath
at her home on North 8th Street.
It is too late this season to terson of Concord attended the
store and get busy understanding
Stmet to a point on the north
use chemical weed killers on wedding in Charlston, South
God's word.
property line of GaUssborthe plants, he added.
Avery Courtney
Carolina of T. and Linda Patterough Estates Subdivision;
Reading the Bible and underOne of our first jobs, Herron son on June 27th. The young
522 Brookside Dr.
thence east to a point on
message of the Bible
said, is to determine how se.- teachers will return to live at
blayfteld, Ky.
South 18th Street; thence standing the
important
ious the problem is and then cur Concord corner.
COLOR
united Artists
north with South lath Street is one of the most
design a program to deal with
things a person can do. However,
We hope that Mr. Louis
to point of beginning.
it.
Anybody suspecting that the
who suffered a stroke is
Byert reSECTION II: That is the in- if you read the Bible and don't Dear Editor:
ELVIS PRESLEY
on of City of Murray, Ken- understand what you have read, .The Murray neighborhood Girl plant is growing on his land Ls cuperating.
in
The Lee Finney's and on
Neither do men light a candle,and put it under a bushel.- Matthew
to annex to City of Mut you haven't accomplished any- Scout Day Camp at Snipe Creek on asked to take a specimen to his
REAM"
•
Ai
5:15.
, Kentucky, so as to become thing at all. The power and help Kentucky Lake was great fun for local county Extension agent have returned from a weekswhat to minnow to visit theft
,<
A good example Is like a candle in the darkness; it can be seen part thereof, the territory de- we get comes from understand- 103 Murray girls and their lea- for identification.
Hemp, grown in China as ear- son, David's family.
ing, not just reading.
icrthed in SECTION 1 hereof.
a very great distance.
ders. We owe the success of our
.
0(
John Harvey Perkins was the
The reason some people are not venture to the many mothers and ly as 2800 B.C., was first proADOPTED ON FIRST READ(p<
G ON THE 11TH DAY OF understanding, is because they fathers who donated their time duced in Kentucky in 1775. lay speaker at Good Shepherd
(Di
PLUS
.
(7),
NE, 1970.
think the King James translation and talents and to theenthosiasm From 1840 to 1860, Kentucky Church Sunday.
led the nation in production, Brother Gallimore had a reSECOND
ON
all
other
ADOPTED
Is
THE
BIBLE
and
the
girls.
of
signed the new civil rights bill.
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States born on this date are
orite Bible scholar will agree J&S 011 Company for ice and
When the supply of jute was
boom in Hong Kong
number 350 in the lottery.
with me. The original word of Standard Oil Distributors for ke- cut oft during World War 11,
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Declaration
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1969. The previous record James and as many other trans- Business Manager For Day Camp snswered the call and began
In 1881 President Garfield
doin what they do best!
month was, October, 1969, lations as possible to go along
was shot by Charles Guiteau in
once again to grow it, producwith 82,349 visitors.
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ing approximately 47,000 acres
with it. There are about 30 good Men getting wanderlust?
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ed lost over the Pacific. They
NEW YORK (UPI)
tion); New World Translation made by women to be used as the UK College of Agriculture
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word drape comes from a corr- (Watch Tower); The American gifts. According to a recent for over 60 years, remembers
19 1964 President Johnson el grain elevator was full. uption of the word drab. In Standard Version; The Revised study, more men than women' the crop well. The fertile botearlier days the word drab was Standard Version; The New Am- are Niying'them, anti.for their' tom la.:d along the Kentucky
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ASPIRING CREATIVE WRITER - Sheila Mary Dunn of Delaware, Ohio, discusses re
gistratIon procedure as she enrolls in the second annual C,oativs Writing Workshop et
Murray State University, Murray. Shown with her are L.-1. I4 tin (left), director of leurnaHun at Murray State and • member of the workshop faculty and her grandfather. Mart
8 Hurt of Murray, • former president of the university aluntli association. Her parents,
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National League

By VITO STELL1NO
runs and Tommy Helms added
a
UPI Sports Writer
two-rue homer. Wayne
Chicago Cubs 'Simpson pitched a six-hitter to
Wben
the
snapped their losing streak boost his record to 12-1,
n
Bill Grabarkewitz hit a threenight,
it
was
Wednesday
11
West Oloislas
because the St. Louis Cardinals run homer in the fifth inning
22
. 52
C
ball and scored the tie-breaking run
throwing the
started
.573 1/Ys
13
Los Angeles
.514 14 around
35
37
Atlanta
In a three-run eighth, on Willie
By WALT SMITH
Little
Leaguers.
like
If Yarborough was a little Nascar world.
.46 16
a
36
San Francisco
said
.434 20 Combined with a four-hitter by Davis' single as the Dodgers
DAYTONA
43
33
BEACH,
Fla. "rough" in the turns, it didn't "Boy, was that bad,"
Houston
.3,7
23
/7
31
his
San Diego
(UPI)- Cale Yarborough had slow him down much. He Lorenzen when he learned
Ferguson Jenkins, the result beat the Astros.
Teday's Gaines
Dick Dietz drove in four runs
was a 5-0 victory for the Cubs.
just set a new qualifying record powered his 1969 Mercury to a qualifying attempt of 185.632
St Louis (Torres 6-7) at Montreal (Morton 5-5) night
Jenkins and Rookie Jerry with a double and a single and
for the Firecracker 400 at record speed of 191.640 over the was not fast enough to make
New Tort (Gentry 7-4 and Cardwell 01) at Philadelphia (SAN/ 5.1 and Bunning
Daytona International Speed sunbaked 2.5-mile track to earn the first 10. Lorenzen, who
Reuss ,were hooked up in a 0-0 Ron Hunt hit a three-run homer
S4). 2-twi-night
the Giants routed the
way but he was still not the pole position for Saturday's arrived late, said he did not
Atlanta (Stone 6-3) at Cincinnati (0Mr. duel in the seventh when the as
night
rill 12-4)
have any practice at all.
Cubs got runners to second and Padres. Mike McCormick gave
completely satisfied.
$94,280 race.
Only garnes scheduled
Plymouth ace Richard Petty
Edgers:
"I was a little rough through
third
with one out. Paul up three hits in 6 2-3 innings to
Ten drivers qualified WednesStarting times. Thursday's games in
the first and second turns," he day with 10 other positions to was another who did not make
EDT.
PoPovich then grounded to even his record at 3-3.
Petty
AI-Calif-Mil 1, KC-Min 2.30, Oak-Chi
The Expos celebrated Domiexplained. "On both laps I went be filled today. The final 20 the field Wednesday.
Wash-Bos second baseman Jutian Javier
2:15, MV-DOT 9, Clot-Balt
1:30.
and the fun started for the nion Day in fine style by
in to the corners a little low, places in the 40-car field will be attempted to qualify but pulled
6:05, Ati-Cin
6.05,
NY-Phil
filt.-511
Mont
warmup
Into the pits after his
Cubs.
sweeping the PhIls. Bob Bailey
sorti of pinched it down, and the decided Friday.
cas.
Yesterday's Results
Bobby Isaac of Catawba, lap.
Catcher Joe Torre retrieved a hit a two-run homer in each
car got wiggly in the rear end."
"It just wasn't getting any
National League
N C., the Grand National point
wild throw from Javier and game and drove in a total of
San Francisco 12, San Diego 7 threw to Reuss, who was nee runs. Rich Nye pitched a •
leader, ran a 190.142 lap in a gas," lamented Petty, "We took
found
and
apart
carburetor
Cincinnati I, Atlanta 2
1969 Dodge to earn the outside the
covering the plate. But his four-hitter in the opener and
some sort of jellylike substance
Montreal 11-4, Philadelphia 1-1 throw hit the runner for the Dan McGinn allowed six hits in
pole position.
Yarbrough of in it. It must have come from
Chicago 5, St. Louis 0
Lee
Roy
second error on the play. Two 8 2-3 innings In the second ..1
Pittsburgh 4, New YeVit3
Columbia, S.C., the defending the fuel pump, or there's a bat
runs scored on the two errors game to get the victory.
-Houston at Los AnoNos„
Firecracker champion, earned of trash in the fuel
and Popovich wound up on
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPI}The the third starting position with
Rounding out the first 10
third and the Cubs were on
St. Louis Cardinals Wednesday a 189.685 docking in his 1969 qualifiers were David Pearson,
their way to a four-run inning
night called up shortstop Jim Mercury. Pete Hamilton of Spartanburg, S.C., 1969 Ford,
American League
'
,at,
that wrapped up the game.
Kennedy from their Tulsa farm Dedham, Mass., winner of the 188.758; Charlie Glotzhach, EdEast Division
The Cubs, who were 41/2
0111
Lest
Pct
Wen
club in the Triple-A American Daytona 500 earlier this year, wardsville, Ind., 1969 Dodge,
25
677
47
Baltimore
games ahead of the National
319 —3
43
33
New 'fork
Association.
qualified fourth at 189.537 in a 188.489; Benny Parsons, DeLeague's East Division when
7
311
33
-535
Detroit
188.134;
with
the
Ford,
AN
10Yi
who
was
1e69
36
-r
Kennedy,
troit, Mich.,
it
Boston
1970 Plymouth.
459 1214 their slump' started, are now
34
4
waehingtc.n
N.C..
BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI)-The
Charlotte.
Cards in mid-June, replaces
32 39 4.51 13 31/2 back in a third-place tie
CiffYllland
One driver who was very Buddy Baker,
Ted Abernathy on the Cards disappointed at his showing 1969 Dodge, 188.040; Bobby
with the Cards. Pittsburgh is in new Buffalo Braves of the
West Division
.645
roster.
45
23
Minnesota
Wednesday was Fred Lorenzen Allison, Hueytown, Ala., 1969
second,
a game behind the New National Basketball Association
.5411
31
43
!Hornig
Abernathy was traded to the of Elmhurst, Ill. making a Dodge, 187.320, and Richard
McLain Takes Stroll Around Tiger Stadia", Ca
.345 SEs York
33
12
Oakland
Mets
and the division Wednesday announced the re.361
46
31.
Kansas at/ .
Kansas City Royals earlier comeback after retiring three Brooks, Porterville, Calif., 1970
.3611
could feature the tightest race signation of Carl Scheer as
48
27
Chicago . .
president of the club.
Wednesday.
MINAMItga
-the P1.11eutin 185.927.
years ago at the top--of--the
In the majors this year.
Philip J. Ryan was appointed
Team% IMMO
In
other
games, Pittsburgh
California (Murphy 04) at Mlivigukee
edged New York 4-3, San Sheer's successor.
(Brebender 4-9)
Scheer said he resigned
Kansas CM/ (F(tzmorris 4-2) at Minne- Francisco drubbed San Diego,
sota (Hall 3-2
because of "pressing personal
Clak(an d(Segu) 3-4) of Chicago (Moors 12-7, Montreal swept a double3-7)
problems." He said he planned
Now Von (stottiemyr• 1-6) it Detroit header from Philadelphia, 11-1
to
return to law practice in
(Meant 114), night
and
44,
Cincinnati
routed.
Clettalarkt (Hand 2-7) at eattimono
Greensboro, N.C.
- Experts and ball players
SE-LOUIS, July I.(Hardin 2-1), night
Atlanta,
9-2,
and
Leif
Angel.
Washington Such 1.3) at Boston (PeRyan is vice president ef
BrItICHARD L. SHOOK.Rice Reese phictehit -a bases- ters
agree that Busch Stadium AstroTurf is hot stuff in the sun,
beat &Kleppe 6$.
3-7)
New-Loeb Sports Enterprise,
UPI Sports Writer
loaded sacrifice fly to give the
but no one knew exactly how hot until Tuesday
In the American League,
Yesterday's Results
"It took a lot of guts."
Twins their 10-inning win over
Boston beat Washington, 6-5, Inc.- a wholly owned subsidiary
A thermometer olaced in the artificial playing surface
American League
pitching
and
Newburger, Loeb
Denny
first
the
McLain's
Royals
and
Jim
Fregosi's
Baltimore blanked Cleveland, 3- of
C
in
(
e
UP1}for
KANSAS ITY,exch
Moang
.
during the day measured the heat at ground level at an
California 4, Milwaukee
Detroit
the
for
two-run
appearance
home
run
in
the
0, California nipped Milwaukee, Company which has a substanThe Kansas City Royals anunbelievable 152 degrees.
Oakland 3, Chicago 0
4-, Oakland blanked Chicago, 3- tial interest in the Braves.
nounced Wednesday they have Tigers since being suspended seventh, his 14th, provided the Baltimore 2, Cleveland 0
The Cardinals and the Chicago Cubs, fortunately,
Scheer said he had "no plans
0, Minnesota edged Kansas
traded minor league pitcher from baseball for associating Califon:Eta Angles with their
Boston 0, Washington 5
Played their game at night. The city temperature at 3 p.m.
City, 2-1, in 10 innings and to re-enter basketball at this
Chris Zachary to e St. Louis with gamblers three months Margin of difference over the
Minnesota 2, Kansas City 1, II Detroit beat New York, 6-5, in time" despite reports that he
was 95 degrees, high for the year.
ago drew that reaction from Brewers.
Cardinals
Innings
would take over as president of
Ralph
of
the
Carl
Houk,
manager
Yastrzemski
observed
11 innings
The intense heat was no deterrent to Cardinal pitcher
veteran relief pitcher Ted
New York Yankees.
his 300th consecutive game for Detroit New York 5, 11 burlap
The Mets looked like they the American Basketball AssoBob Gibson (11-3) who struggled through an early Cubs'
Abernathy.
"I was scared as hell," said Boston with a two-run home
were going to sweep a three- datiotes •Carolina Cougars.
barrage and went the route for his ninth consecutive
the two-time running Cy Young run in the seventh, his 18th of
game series from the Pirates
sca2ry
from
the
'will
go
victory.
GOSHEN, N.Y. (UPI) when Jim McAndrew had a 3-1
Royals' Omaha farm club to Award-winner, who pitched 51- the season, and George Scott
Instead of withering in the heat, Gibson merely
lead in the eighth. But pinch- Keystone Selene, driven by Del
the Cardinal farm club in 3 innings- more like an old made his ninth a similar shot in
:•med to his task as St. Louis rallied for a 5-4 win and
Gene Clines and Matty Miller, set a stakes record of
Tulsa. To make room on the McLain than the McLain of old the same frame to beat the
DETROIT (UPI)-The De- hitter
pinned a 12th straight less on Chicago.
Alou hit two-out singles and 2:06 to capture the Acorn
Abernathy, the -In his first start in nine Senators.
roster
for
Rollie Fingers, Paul Lindblad troit Tigers Wednesday sent Richle Heisler followed with his Stakes in the 59th year of grand
"Heat was no factor. That had nothing to do with my
Royals optioned infielder Bob months.
While McLain's 1970 debut and Jim Grant combined for a pitcher Jerry Robertson on second homer of the year to circuit racing at Historic Track
Floyd to Omaha.
early lack of control," said Gibson. "The Cubs had to pitch
to
Toledo of the
was hardly an artistic success, four-hit shutout win by the A's option
win the game for the Pirates. Monday.
In the heat, too."
International League to make
only
about
one
per
cent
of
the
over
the
White
Sox.
Sal
Bancio
One
Dock Ellis was tagged for 10
of
baseball's few remainCubs manager Leo Durocher was so sure that the heat
Denny
for
the
roster
ing submarine pitchers, Aber- fans baled the controversial singled in one Oakland run ,and room on
hits in seven innings but got the
would bother Gibson, though, that he ordered rookie pitchATHLETE'S FOOT
pitcher and, incidentally, De- Bert Campaneris spanked hIs -McLain who returned to action
nathy
has
been
one of
suspenthree-month
-following
a
TO TREAT IT—
er Joe Decker to make the big Cardinal work a little
troit
did
win
the
gamethough
llth home run with a runner oil
The Reds proved they can hit HOW
baseball's busiest reliefers in
Apply outek-ab7tog T-4-L. Foal DI
sion.
harder.
DI
recent years, appearing in an It took a two-out single by In the ninth.
in their new park the same way take lhold to *beck !Mk. band"'
MINUTES. la 3 to
days infoctoi
But that strategy backfired as Decker failed to follow
average of 69 games per year Mickey Stanley in the llth
they used to hit in Crosley skis sloughs off. Wats& FULALTHY
akin replace, it!
hat gollightod or
inning to overcome New York,
instructions. The incident eventually led to a $100 fipe for
for the past five seasons.
Field. They bombarded the ONE
HOUR, yew Mk back al ../
6-5.
Decker.
Braves as Tony Perez and Pete drug counts. NOW at (dealer's
In other American League
ose drove in a total of seven
HOLLAND DRUG Om
action, Baltimore shut out
Cleveland, 3-0, Minnesota Shaded Kansas City, 2-1, in 10
innings; California edged MilBy DAVID MGF FIT
how other apparent cinches
waukee, 4-3; Boston scored a 6(UPI Sports Writer
have folded in the stretch.
5 win over Washington and
ATLANTA (UPI)- When the For
example: when the
Oakland blanked Chicago,
'
3-0.
Atlanta Braves got off to a slow Braves limped eastward after
Wins
One
Pittsburgh
start this season, the clAbrass losing seven straight on the
National League contests saw Insisted it was "too early to
West Coast- three to the DodgPittsburgh take New York, 4-3, push the panic button."
ers and four to the Giants-San Francisco out-hi-lamer San For a while, it looked like Harris insisted, "We're better
Diego, 12-7; Montreal sereep a they were right. Although the than this," then added, realistidoubleheader from Philadelphia Braves never did gain any cally, "at least I hope we're
by
11-1 and 4-1 scores, ground on the front - running better."
• •"-.1=1 :_.'"•
Sat*
Cincinnati knock off Atlanta, 9- Cincinnati Reds, they did hold
are=
Harris had come to accept,
ens toresessetwornereeeesessene
2, Chicago finally win one by a their own for more than a
inesseare ewe SO010411.341,S
not gracefully but at least a
5-0 count over St. Louis and teas month.
the newly,paved
must
A. •Jos
cept, the Braves' pitching probWS.so.
011011
1S.,C RIOS St••••7",
Angeles Dodgers beat Houston, Btif it looks like the time has lems because he realized that
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...I. A .
5.4•4136.14
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come to start pushing that but- the absence of starter Ron Reed
r
McLain served up Jerry ton!
••• 410.....•
completed.
and ace nattier Cecil Upshaw
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Dr”,
Kenny's third home run, in the Look at the standings in the threw the remainder of the
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Z
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third inning, Thurman Muh- National League's Western Di- staff off stride.
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son's second, in the fourth, and vision which the Braves won
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This development has everything for desirable living.
Bobby Murcer's 15th, a mam- Last year.
cepting the recent tatting slum,
0•slatow0/4011111INSIK
moth shot off the roof pf the
The Braves opened a three- that has chilled the proven bats
• WELL RESTRICTED
third deck in right in the-sixth. game series with the Reds of Hank Aaron, Rico Carty and
• HAS ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS
Cesar Gutierrez singled home Tuesday night and IF they Orlando Cepeda.
and CONVENIENCES
.,the third Tiger tally and should suddenly do an about
•
WATER
•
cn"y
--McLain, nicknamed "Dolphin:: lace and sweep the series they a As long as the Braves' big
ptan.
Now it's official:_was taken on the hook in the would still trail the Reds by a three blistered opposing piteb-e•
SEWER
Regardless Oryirui-Olher investNow qne of the-gafest investments
Seventh when a ground ball by dozen games.
ing, a shaky mound staff had a
• NATURAL GAS
merits, can you think of any easier,
-,Stanley and Kaline's second A couple of recent player chance to survive. But when I in the world brings you new and
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yourself?
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Now Nor
on Horace Clarke's third error front office.
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It's nice to know that you are
history:,
pay the IfIghest interest
and he and Don Wert moved up First, they unload pitcher Harris was sincere this past
• CURBS AND GUTTERS WITH PAVED
doing a little something for Uncle
on Ike Brown's bunt before Milt Pappas- no better but no Spring when he insisted he had
a full 5 per cent when held to
STREETS
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the
gam
their
worse
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rest
of
in
U.S.
Sam,
too.
The
$52
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corps
the best over-all
maturity Of 5-years and 10 mc-StiTi.winner off Steve Hamilton.
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present bullpen- in a deal that in the division. He also was sinSavings
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f
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,
therea
5.20%.
...the,first_tear;
,._;.(4.70
The
win
went to Tom later brings in reserve outfield- ere when he talked about wino
to maturity.) Previously, these Bonat;171- the hands of millions of Americans
Timmerman, 2-1.
er Jimmy Hall.
ning the West and perhaps th•
4% if you held
go a long way toward keeping your
earned you only 41/
This is ROI to knock Hall, but whole ball of wax.
•
it's hard to see how a 32-year- country financially strong.
- them for seven years.
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newer
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a
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time
4.
began
interest
June
new
The
how frustrated he must be now.
largely ineffective with his bat For
barring a complete collapse:
1969. So all of the Bonds you own, .to take stock in
the last three or four years can by the
Reds- or a miraculous
no matr when you bought''diem, "America.
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eurrent
woes.
There's'a
man
at
C
interest
incinnard Blingals Wednesday
have,been collecting higher
Braves- it looks like Harris
problem
graves'
chief
The
•
announced
the
signing of
the place where
going to have to fall tack on
since that time. ,
college
draft choice Sam and manager Luman Harris
yon'woric who _
ThoselBonds ire still replatted if
Wallace and free agent Corey will beathe first to agree - is that old bromide: Walt 'till nest
you may
- • can'atart you on
lost, stolen'or burned:
Bouyer to 1970 contracts,
aa, their almost desperate need for year!
the Payroll SavWallace, 24, a linebacker at reliable relief pitching.
can still buy them .through
Unfortunately, help in that diGrambUng
College, was the
Unit
and-save.
right
now.
Plan
ings
Bond-a-Month
Savingsor-the
Payroll
• •
Bengal s' 11th -round draft rection does not appear to be
.
a
In sight. When the Bravee sTRom
choice.
TO METS
Many nice things can be said for Canterbury Es
Bonds are safe. ft lost, stolen, or destre4ed, sitt replaceihttm. Bouyer, 22, played at Ferris called 23-year-old Rick Kestex
NEW - YORK ILIPIT —Tee
When needed, they can be cashed at your bank. Tax may be deferred --- -totes,
but you must see to appreciate.
up
from
Richmond,
Harris
said,
State
(Mich.)
College,
,
until redemption, And elegy's remember. Bonds are a proud way ,to save.
ew York &Jets announced
'He was the best we had."
Monday the signing of lefthante
Is Contact
Nettfier
General Manager
MON TR Ent. (UPI) -The
ed pitcher Brent Strom, a 21a,
aid Richards nor Harris, a
year-old member of the NCAA
Expos
announced
Montreal
ng-time Richards associate, is
Monday that the club has
team at Southern
ing to throw in the towel. nampion
ealuorrua.. raa was the Metereactivated pitcher Mike Wisoo
With higher paying US.Savings Bonds.
t's not ihe way It's aone in
first choire in the secondary
ner, who was in the Army, and
time baseball. -Tbey
imerthoy wIN auks you 'glad you didi
phase of the June free agent
sent down pitcher John O'Donut the -tact that the season
"ghee to Wye WintripegeWhips of
not yet half ovdr and recall
the International League.
Nevi York
Pittsburgh
St Lads
C h Ica.,
14
.
111.10
Phitod

Yarborough Wins Pole, Firecracker

r

oks real
Univere's first
a She is
intee on
Imission.

Cubs Snap Losing Streak
With Win Over St. Louis

East Division
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McLain Pitches 5 And V3
Innings, Detroit Wins..6 5

Royals Trade
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Southirn Sidelines

Nowa!!your
U.S,SaVings Bonds pay
-higher interest.

Plan Now To Drive Through

CANTERBERY ESTATES
Where You May Want To Buy
Your Lot or New Home
You
see
street where all of %mit one
has just been

E
1. —*4— -4---.... ...a

DARM

tots

MOM

is•su

IN

MESIaniso

-

lengels Sign Two

Tha-property is perfectly located
for convenience and quiet residential living. '
• Several _new homes for sale,
lots left in Unit

• Or
want.to buy a lot
for the future in undeveloped

Two

Take stock in America
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Miss Jane Slimick
Is Honored With
Shower Lost Week

TIMES

—

THURSDAY — JULY 2. 1970 ts

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Hooded Whit Mink Poncho With Silken
Fringe Is Shown In New York Fur Show

broadtail
coachman's-jacketed
By PATRICIA MC CORMACK suit trimmed with red-dyed
tatakeskin; and luxurious sables
ane slirniek
Miss
NEW
YORK (UPI)— Make and minks to fulfill any girl's
1st brideLouisville,
way for little white riding hood, dreams.
Smith, was lionots
elect of
A model looking like same The midi and lower minks
ed with lovely shower held at
was seen in a fall fur show frequently were worked in a
RobFrank
Mrs.
of
the h,
today. Her hooded white mink chevron pattern. The prettiest
ed.* 'on Wednesday evsnin,g,
poncho had a haat-long silken had pelts separated by bands oi
Jute 24th, at 7:30 o'clock.
Denise Darnall and The Teen Folk
fringe.
golden satin.
"The gracious hostesses for the
The beautiful hooded poncho For the midi dresses. Ritter
Occasion were Mrs. Frank RobBrothers
Ritter
was
the
in
suggested the short fur jacket.
erts, Mrs. Newton Milan and
collection, unveiled for fashion He showed just one, however. It'
Mrs. Joe Rob Miller.
reporters in New York for the was cut like a battle Jacket.
The bride-elect chose to wear
blaster Masons and their fans
American designer series of fall In the "Future" collection of
from her troueseath, a beautiful Dies will•have a fellowship
dinand winter fashions.
• •
and
yellow linen dress wila match' ner at six p.m at
information
Fur
the
Southside ReLeo Ritter, the designer, also Fashion Council, the fall picture
ow sash
lag wide red and
staurant.
came up with a full-length, came across with equal eleand was presented a corsage of
• ••
canary-yellow dyed chinchilla gance, opulence and luxury.
yellow daisies, a gift from the
By Abigail Van-Bu
The Elm Greve Baptist
coat. Pelts were set horizontal- There were sportive muskrat
hostesses.
Church WItS will bold its sew
ly.
Miss Janet Slimick. Lister of seal meeting at the
n and respect your
trench coats and romantic
DEAR ABBY . I read your
home W
Other winners in the collec- sable wraps. Minks ranged
the honoree was attired in a Mrs. Oaks Burleson at 1:31
What do you do
advice. Now solve this for me. I ant a widow.
tion: A knicker broadtail suit, a from white to black range, with
pink, white and blue silk floral p.m. Mrs. Walton Fulkerson will
marry you?
with a guy who says he loves yerst," and wants to
design dress. Mrs. James Smith, be the leads:.
plenty) luscl
Emba pastels in between. Even
has
he
land
me
up
money
any
spends
He seldom
mother of the groom-elect wore
•••
minks cropped
flirts
but
me,
tiger-stenciled
at
iooks
hardly
bia
people
when we're out with
a two piece navy and whits
up.
all the yak*, good-looking women, and
tm44
openly we
striped jersy dress and both
Looking like a steal from
Priory, July 1
a
afterwards. . tells me hop 'gorgeous" they are, but never
wore corsages of white daises,
fur closet were
princess's
Wives
The
,
Club
Waiting
will
a
wordcabout4.:
else gifts of the hostesses.
fttch and fisher.
ermines,
lovely
at
cookout
the
a
et
have
home
lost
get
to
The gift table WAS overlaid
I have gotten. mad at him and even told him
There also were the long.
Mrs. Betty Lawrence at 11:X1
lace
back.
white
beautitel
him
a
with
take
and
him
forgive
always
I
several times, but
For information call 71111__UNIVERS:1Y PARS. Pa. haired furs: Foxes raccoons
trimmed cloth. A white linen p.m.
I peed compliments, too. If I marry him I'm afraid I'll be
1934.
should and stone martens worked
(UPI)Homemakers
table
serving
the
covered
cloth
•••
miserable. He's a good catch, but I think he is a "shmo."
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Undera save room in ifi-eir freezers and vertically, horizontally, ever
of
arrangement
an
held
and
M I W.
The Senior Citizens Club will
What do you think?
wood of Clearwater, Fla. and plan to purchase frosen fruits which way.
summer flowers. Refreshments
have
a potluck luncheon at the
Denise Darnall and The Teen son Bill Underwood, who has sod vegetables which will be Silhouettes included the bathof cake squares, decorated with
DEAR M. I. W.: I think be's a "shmo." too. But if you
Community Center, Ellis Drive, Folk, a local singing group just returned from Viet Nam, offered at attractive prices in robe, shirtsleeve wrap, walking,
yellow roses and green leavee at 12 noon. Mrs.
think that after you marry him be will spend money on you,
Virgie Clack will be appearing Friday night, are visiting in the home of the coming months, an exten- duffle
coat.
and officer's
pooch
lime
and
mints
nuts,
and
will have charge of the pro- July 3, at 8 p.m. at the Village Mrs. Underwood's sister, Mrs.
and quit flirting with other women, and give you the
Pantaloons, parks and chubbies
guests.
specnutrition
and
the
to
foods
served
sion
were
Inn in the school auditorium Raymond Dixon and Mr. Dix- ialist at Pennsylvania
compliments you hunger for, then you're a bigger "shmo"
Approximat4y 4.5 persons gram.
State also were on deck. To muddle
• ••
at Gilbertsville, Ky., and each on and brother Luther Nance
the head, some included
than he is.
called or sent gifts. The hosUniversal's'
you
rest
Monday and Friday for the
and Mrs. Nance.
scarves and outsized collars.
tesses gift to the honoree was
that
notes
J.
Ruth
Buck
•
•
•
The Elm Grove Baptist of the summer.
At the Scandinavian Mink
a portable mixer.
foods,
frozen
selecting
DEAR ABBY: Our unmarried daughter is,otiaring an
before
The group has made many apChurch WMS will have a PreyMr. and Mrs. W. C. Name of
show there was a
Association
domineering
of
be
woman
should
cabinet
freezer
professional
older
an
with
apartment
er meeting at the church at 9:30 pearances throughout the area Tulsa, Okla., are visiting in the
Tie-dyed
innovation:
fashion
position
not
should
executive
cleaned.
Packages
husband has a responsible
disposition
and have appeared on WS1L-TV, homes of his brother, Luther
mink—with a more elegant look
•••
with a large firm ann we are both very well educated and
Harrisburg, Ill., and WSL-TV, Nance and Mrs. Nam, and sis- be stacked abo‘e the "fill" than that of die-dyed tee shirts
line
5wordey, .holy 5
Bowling Green.
have traveled all over the world.
ter Mrs. Raymond Dixon and
Mrs. Buck says the tempera- *popular with teen-agers.
The group will appear in Pa Mr. Dixon.
The Boatwright Family ReWe were invited to meet our daughter at her office, and
ture
of the cabinet should be
•
•
•
union will be held at the large ducah on July 11 at 7:30 p.m.
tour the building. My husband wore an expensive suit and I
(hecked. Hardness of a frozen
A
Park.
at
the
Broadway
at
of
City
Paschall,!
foot
the
the
Jean
in
Pamela
pavilion
Miss
prettiest
my
synth
suit
slack
wore my best looking
pai•kage 1, not a reliable guide,
nverfront and will attend the
bride-elect of Charles VanDyke,. basket dinner will be served.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilkerson
accessories. We wanted our daughter to be proud of us. And
• ••
Blue Grass Folk Festival in and son Mark, Lan* Wilkerson 46 packages may be hartl_st_20
was complimented with a sur
we thought she was.
Lexington on 'August 1. They and eon Ricky, have just re- to 25 degrees, she says.
prise shower held Thursday,
A few days later, my daughter's roommate tolt5meht no
Foods should be stored at
will also appear at the Ken- turned from a visit with CorJune 4, at 8:00 p.m. at the
6
July
Menday,
uncertain terms that I had "humiliated" my' daughter
seventh floor study lounge of The Kathleen Jones group of tucky State Fair in Louisville poral James M. Wilkerson of zero or below until they are to
beyond words because I had worn sleets while visiting her
Elizabeth Hall, MSU.
Quantico, Virginia. While there be used. Even a five-degree rise
the WMS of the First Baptist Dn August 23.
The Ruth Sunday School
office. This was said to me in the presence of my relatives at
A color scheme of sunshine Church will meet at 6:90 pm. 'The group, composed of Bar- they visited Washington, DC, in temperature can make a difClass of the First Baptist
%range and golden yellow was with Mrs. E. D. Shipley as hos- ry Hale on drums, Barton Jones, Mount Vernon and many other ference in color, flavor, texa luncheon. My daughter just sat there agreeing with the
Monday evening at
ture 'and food value when food Church met
used for the decorations.
woman. Please tell foe if I am wrong to be upset?
tess. A potluck supper will be lead guitar, Neal Vick, bass, places of interest.
7:30 in the home of Mrs. Gus
• ••
for
prepared
thawed
vocalist
is
and
and
DenLse
occasDarnall,
the
for
The
hostesses
BOTHERED
served.
Robertson, Jr. Class president,
rhythm guitar, and Debbie Dareating, sheesaid.
•••
ion were Katie Weddle, FrankVernon C. Nance, presidMrs.
renewer
for
spot
new
A
mei
to
and
nall
come
-twelve
to
12
on
failure
rhythm
fort, Mrs. Lee Jackson, Rued. The Lottie Moon Circle of
DEAR BOTHERED: You daughter's
Packages. to -beepurchased
ed.
own
comes
its
applicator
with
and Lynn Watson, Murray.
should be fires and clean.
year delouse probably bothered you more than the rudeness
the First Baptist Church will string guitar, invites all of their
Hostess were Mrs. Gus RobThe honoree chose to wear meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home friends and the tourists in the and is said to be non-toxic Torn, crushed, juice-stained or
of her roommate. Leave them to each other and forget it.
Jr., Mrs. G. T. Brandon,
ertson,
and non-namable.
area to come and see them.
a lounge set of red, white, end of Mrs. Murray Turner.
ice-covered packages may have Mrs. Lloyd Cornell, Mrs. CharSlacks are new acceptable for afternoon wear almost
for the event and she was
blue
•
•
•
been thawed and refrozen.
everywhere and it that's the worst "humiliation" year
les Hale, Mrs. Chad Stewart,
presented a white bride book
Mrs. Buck says frozen food Mrs. Will Ed Stokes, Mrs. C.
Tuesday, July 7
daughter ewer staffers, she'll be lucky.
a gift of the bride's mother,
should be thawed in the refrig- D. Vinson, Jr. Mrs. Earl TuckA general meeting of the
Mrs. Ellie Paschall.
Woman's Society of the First
erator rather than at room er and Mrs. Evon Kelley.
to
EARLY
DEAR ABBY: I disagree with your answer
Delightful refreshments were United Methodist Church will
temperature and should be
Miss Fearless K. Brown of Use
d to the guests by the how be held in the school hall of
BIRD Ube gal whose libibeod said she was "nuts" becauet
'used promptly once thawed. Home Etonotalcs Department at
mind.
her
up
makes
THOMAS
By HELEN
op at 4.30 1. At to do her housework. She said she leases. Approximately 75 per the church starting at 10 La.
She
Murray State University gave
But this summer she wants to
--pips were present or sent gifts.
couldn't sleep 1
last fling with a -Refrigerators rod freetetic a very interesting and informaa
have
and
loaf
WASHINGTON (UPI)— Julie
program about her trip to
I would say that "Early Bird" is basically selfish. I
her husband.
need not be turned off while tive
Eisenhower, who celebrates her
wonder if perhaps her reasoning is only an excuse.
fly to Japan on you're away on vacation. How- Russia
will
They
22nd birthday on July 5, says
Others present not previousIn our marriage, some of our most meaningful
June 30 as official guests of the
she hopes to get a job when her Japanese government but will ever, if you plan to be gone for ly mentioned above were Mrs.
experiences have occurred in the early hours of the morning.
to
want
not
do
and
tittle
long
a
husband David goes into the
be tack in time for Julie to leave th refrigerator running, Bethel Richardson, Mrs. George
I value the closeness my husband and I have too much to
Navy in September.
her birthday with her empty, disconnect, and clean Ligon, Mrs. Jerry W. Upton,
celebrate
delay him [and miss out myself] on such close
But she says she is in -a
Mrs. Kenneth Adams, Mrs. Hothe Western White
at
family
communication
syndrome" and
"graduation
it thoroughly. Be sure to leave ward Gibe, Mrs. Ralph D. DarSan
Clemente,
at
CAUL
House
Maybe the problem would be solved if "Early Bird"
can't make up her mind what Julie, a slim pretty brunette the door propped open enough nett, Mrs. Wm. McCuiston and
to Permit air circulation.
would climb back into bed about half an hour er so before
she would like to do.
the class teacher, Mrs. Clay.
with great sensitivity, is in
*• *
She plans to live at the White
she knew her husband had to get up.
borne Jones.
many ways an old fashioned
House while David Is training
Delightful refreshments were
I can't imagine any happily married man or woman
bear to be
hardy
can
She
are
girl.
wisdom
of
words
The
to be an ensign with the U.S. away from her tall curly haired
by the hostess
served
enjoying waking up to an empty bed.
InConsumers
included in a
Naval Reserves at Newport, smiling
HAPPILY MARRIED
husband. For that formation Guide from the
R.I. But she will be seeing him
reason she is at the ballpark Westchester County Savings
on weekends.
Don't Scratch That Itch!
almost nightly while David Bank, Tarrytown, N.Y.,
CONFIDENTIAL TO D. J.: No child was ever "spoiled"
Favors Films
USE ITCH-ME-NOT—
enjoys his "odd job"
thoroughly
-7
•
by too muck love. Too little discipline, yes bet not tee Elsa
She graduated from Smith
IN JUST 15 MINUTES, if the itch
Washington
the
with
stint
needs scratching, your Mk back
love.
College last month with a
at any drug counter. Quick-drying
4d.-.;:pottett - plants ITCH-ME-NOT
3
Topsoil ,/
Senators,
quiets itch In minutan
and
history
in
major
Plan Motor Trip
should be•!Rifted once a week es; kills germ• to speed healing. Fine
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
ambition to work on documenfor ecasnria, insect bins, foot itch.
David plans to stay with the with an orange etictehleidmit
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Mee, Los Angeles, Cal.
surfac• rashes. NOW
tary films.
Senators until the end of July. air to the foots. .
Me. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
Holland Drug Cis.
There is no doubt the job
•• •
Then he and Julie will motor
envelope.
offers will flow in once she
across the country to CaliforHalf of. the nation's auto
nia, taking the northern route.
THE FAMILY'S FOOD DOL- — To have fashion fun—Choose
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet
Since she moved hack to the deaths, or more than 25,000,
LAR — Food is the largest re- easy-to-make patterns and good
"How to Write Letters for All Oceaalsws." seed st to
White House, Julie has shied are caused by the use of alcurring items of expense that quality fabric for your home
Abby. Rex ails, Les Angeles, Cal. WM.
away from the press, except cohol. rep.orts the Allstate Inmust be planned for in family sewing projects. — Catherne
for one major appearance when surer). e Companies.
expenses Food takes one-fourth C Thompson, Hickman, Ky.
she entertained a group of
A new filling maal for or more of the family income. 42050. Phone•238-2351.
0•
Scarves are now available teeth is called the "invisiblr Food is a basic necessity. The
deprived children.
back to his work with we
Frozen meat which is not to
in 100 per cent polyester -- filling" because it is almost proportion of income for food
Because her last days at Senators has been given as a
completely washable and dry impossible to tell . where the- has stayed up not because fam- be cooked from the frozen state
Smith were traumatic with the reason for the severely shorIs
able. The new wash 'n' wear real tooth ends and the filling ilies have been eating more should be thawed in its original
student protests tened trip to Japan, informed
widespread
scarves come in silk-like twitis begins, the instilfar tu rer says. food; but because they have up- freezer wrapping. Thaw in a reagainst President Nixon's Cam- sources say Julie was not up to
or chiffons in gemetric Or It is made witlkinitural crystal dated their diets and have been frigeralor, or in the low temperbodian policy, Julie retreated the "official" schedule which
buying more services with their ature oven set at 155 degrees F.
pastelapeints.
for a timd into a shell.
would have seen them on the go
quartz.
— Patricia Everett, Bentoo.'14,
food dollar.constantly,
get
to
need
David's
Although
York).
New
Gee,
New
&
Johnson,
(Johns)n
(SAY
12050. Rhone 527-6601.
•• •
York 1.
Sanitation and cleanliness of
`
food are now taken for grant- Did you know that . . 200
.11Mimm. emus. eimeee. ..ev
-WIMP -01111111eforgets
often
consumer
The
ed.
million Americans consume 150
that our food money also buys million tons of food annually.
sanitation Lnd cleanliness Con- — Maxine Griffin, Federal
venience has become an import- Bldg, Clinton, Ky. Phone 853ant factor In our food which 2231.
adds to the cost. Enjoyment has
become important. We buy food
not only to live but to enjoy.
Many factors Ater into our cost
of food today that did not exist twenty-five years ago —
Hamilton, Courthouse,
Irma
Mayfield, Ky. 42088 Phone 247=134.
•••
Here 11 a guideline for sava
ings: Buy only what you planned to buy when you go to the
By United Press lutenist s,,,,,
0
store If you spot something you
A ne.ptisollection Of coSponsored by
SUNDAY NIGHT, JULY 5 — N. Ellis Finger, Bishop, Nashville Area.
YOUR independent
want desperately, go home and
is the first truly fashion
lauffma AGENT The Inclepalident Insurance „. think about it for a few days. meties
NIGHT, JULY 6 — Daly Thompson, St. Johns United Methodist Church,
be
to
line
100
per
cent'
able
....v., you pun.
The urge to splurge may pass.
Memphis, Tennessee.
e
fragranc
and
WINS $1 MILLION—Rebecca
'-- -1
Agents of Kentucky
Since men are greater impulse allergy -tested
is
27,
wheeled
manufacturer.
Beasley,
from
the
sav7
free,
TUESDAY
3011.Y 7 — John Jones, Kirksey United Methodist Church.
NIGHT,
send
womep,
don't
than
buyers
court in Chicago by her paryour husband colt for the gro The collection, which inclu-cleb;
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, JULY 8 — Tommy Atwood, Cobb, Kentucky.
ente after being ,awanled a
over 100 products, was deceries.
THURSDAY NIGHT, JULY f — W. A. Smalling, South Fulton, United MellsediaLChureh.
record damage attlement,
Look for food sales in your signed . to suit a number of
FRIDAY NIGHT, JULY 10 — Fred Morton, United Campus MinIstey, Murray State
eyes,
.
natural
es
Of
color
$1'million. by..Vudge Joseph
neighborhood. With a freezer factors-ed`i
REALLY CAN'T ASK A 11111411
sir, skin colenne,
Woulk. Miss Beasley, of Tnyou can buy enough of each coloring
University.
dlanapolls, Inc.. was pafitsales item for several melds. — pore •inste, t ndency, to level
TO
HAVE ANOTHER PRINK
lyged from the hips down In
Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple .suI4 oiliness verse/ dryness
to _setn
Street, Murray. Ky. 42071.
A. North Central Airlines 4
^
• facial
Phone 753-1452.
plane crash at Chicago's
• ••
ir:e Laboratories.
ejrs.
(ai ij
•
O'Hare Ali-skirt 27 persons
N
f••••••41.
To *SY* tante — To -saw. bsee, N..-ak, Nes loft).
were
mwt--en iejnnel •
To have more clothes
money
enMe
eMw
!it=
w=W

You can't teach an
old dog new trick

Local Group To
Be Featured At
Gilbertsville

my

Freezer
can-save

PERSONALS

Miss Pamela Jean
Paschall Honored
With Bridal Shower h

Ruth SuOdaY School
Class Holds Meet

Julie Eisenhower Hopes To Get A Job
When Her Husband Goes Into The Navy

got

Toll« W4 Via/44

WIG
Warehouse

r

R-E-V-I-V-AL

PLEASANT GROVE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

THE

TEST.

Ekii;
AHI

7:45 P.M.
JULY 5-10
Theme . . .

"The tight Of The Redeemed"

ratommy

Aumt--nfrrai.

.EVERYBODY WELCOME

Networks]
With Patri
By HICK DU BRO1
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) al major programs wil
patio& overdms hay
announced by the te
networks, ranging from
age of "Honor Americ.
ceremonies July 4 to a
about George td, Cohan.
In recent years, the
July
4
Indepeedenci
observance has been a
less glossed over the
video companies. But
coverage for the us
holiday festivities in
ton, D.C., is scheduled
three commercial netwoi
NBC-TV will offer s
day and night specials t
4 for "Honor America I
the morning, along wit
TV and CBS-TV, it will
a lengthy live rep
religious and patriotic <
ales at the Lincoln Me
Starting time is 11 a.n
This special program,
ed to last an hour or ma
include such participati
sonalities as evangelis
Graham and singer Kate
who has been famous c
years for her rendition
Bless America."
According to ABC-T
m
national
daytime
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Networks To Carry Programs
With Patriotic Theme On 4th

composer -performer -playwriter - producer George U.
cohan, will be broadcast Sept.
12, the same night as the Miss
America Pageant on the same
network.

service is expected to include
"an opening salute, rendition of TWO KILLED
the National Anthem, prayer
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -Sever- and scripture reading, soloists
KAWASAKI, Japan (UPI) al major programs will highly and choirs performing tradition- A motorbike collided with a
pstrkrtte overdons have been al American songs, patriotic dump truck loaded with boiling
announced by the television readings and addresses, a asphalt Sunday. The asphalt
networks, ranging from cover- benediction and a final 50-gun splashed on two youths, burning
age of "Honor America Day" salute."
them to death.
ceremonies July 4 to a musical
On the night of July 4,
about George M. Cohan.
meanwhile, NBC-TV, In the 90In recent years, the nation's minute slot usually reserved for
July
4
Independence Day the "Tonight Show," will
observance has been more or present an "entertainment"
less glossed over the national program taped earlier In the
video companies. But major evening at the Washington
coverage for the upcoming Monument. Bob Hope will be
holiday festivities in Washing- master of ceremonies.
ton, D.C., is scheduled for the
According to NBC-TV, "Fred
three commercial networks.
Waring and the Pennsylvanians
NBC-TV will offer separate will provide the music in the
day and night specials this July nighttime program. Activities
4 for "Honor America Day," In will include performances by
the morning, along with ABC- various entertainment persona.
TV and CPS-TV, it will present Mies and a fireworks display."
a lengthy live report of
Hope and Graham are coreligious and patriotic ceremo- chairmen for the nationwide
nies at the Lincoln Memorial. ceremonies of the day. HonoraStarting time is 11 a.m. EDT. ry chairmen for "Honor AmeriThis special program, expect- ca Day" are Mrs. Dwight D,
ed to last an hour or more, will Eisenhower, widow of the late
Include such participating per- President and former Pres-Appointment
sonalities as evangelist Billy idents Harry S Truman and POLICE CHIEF
of Boaton Daniel (above) as
Graham and singer Kate Smith, Lyndon B. Johnson.
police chief makes Kansas
who has been famous over the
NBC-TV has also announced City, Kan., at 178,000 the
years for her rendition of "Gal that a 90-minute adaptation of
nation's largest city with a
Bless America."
the Broadway musical "George Negro at head of the law
According to ABC-TV, the Ill" starring Joel Grey in his
enforcement
memorial acclaimed stage role as the
daytime
national
By HICK DU BROW
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Membership
In Audubon
Over 100,000
Membership in the National
Audubon Society, spurting upward with America's new interest in the environment, passed
the 100,000 mark last month.
That was a threefold increase
In five years.
As one of the oldest, as well
as one of the largest organizations in its field, the 65-yearold Audubon Society has from
Its earliest days been concerned with a broad range of conservation activities and has never deserved the more limited
"bird-watcher" label often hung
on it. And in recent years the
Society's interests have grown
even broader, says its president,
Elvis J. Stahr.
Today's environmental problems, he said, have lid National Audubon into such activities as distributing BAN DDT
bumper stickers, fighting a
huge jetport that would have
led to the destruction of Everglades National Park, suing a
chemical concern that was discharging pollutants into a wildlife refuge, urging the public to
buy low-phosphate detergents
and soft drinks that come in returnable bottles - even warning that no conservation program can succeed unless population growth is somehow curbed

THURSDAY

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Such programs, Dr. Stein
said, have apparently appealed
to the growing number of Americans who are asking: What can
I do to help save the environment,"
Much of the Society's work is
done at the local level and
there, too, the figures are shooting up ward. There is now an
ell-time high of 180 local Audubon chapters in major communities across the nation.
The 100,000 membership figure is actually a minimal one.
If the number of adults in each
-family membership" is counted as two, the total comes to
more than 136,000. An equally
large number of persons bringing the total to well above
a quarter of a million - are
reached indirectly through formal affiliation with some 250
garden clubs and other local
and state groups whose memberships help support the Audubon cause; hundreds of thousands more are reached each
year through the Society's film
lectures, nature centers, educational program and other activities

SAFETY DAY
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(UPI) -President Nixon has
proclaimed Oct. 15 as White
Cane Safety Day and has urged
Americans to take that opportunity to increase "their understanding of the problems of the
blind" and to learn more about
their accomplishments.

Animal Agriculture To Be
Featured On UK Farm Tours

L. S. Pope, associate dean of agriculture at Texas A&M University, will speak(at bothlecatinns)
on "Animal Agriculture in the
1970's."
Dr. W. P. Garrigus, chairman
of UK's Animal Sciences department, described Dr. Pope as a
Leading authority in his field,
"Kentucky livestock producers
will not want to miss hearing
him," Garrigus added.
The public is invited to attend
the Animal Agricultural Days.

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Livestock blems he may be having on his
producers can see first hand farm.
modern livestock management Discussions in dairy will inclupractices and animal research de grain feeding in milking partiming two public tours on the lors, reproductive problems, udUniversity of Kentucky agricul- der physiology and mastitis can
trol. New elevatedstalliforralstural research farms.
Animal Agricultural Days, sp- Ing baby calves, electronic testonsored by the College of Agric- ing of milk fat, forage analysis 17 DIE IN FIRE
ulture's Department of Animal and its use are also on the proSciences, are scheduled for July gram.
SANG, Japan (UPI) - Fire
15 on the Coldstream Farm north Swine specialists will explain
hospital
mental
a
swept
of Lexington and July 17 on the selection standar de for swine,
Monday night, killing 17 paPrinceton Farm in Western Ken- calcium and phosphorus requitients locked in the institution's
tucky. The events start at 9:00 rements for swine, swine housintensive
care ward. Thirty
manageand
ing, and farrowing
a.m. local times.
other patients escaped the
Experts in beef, swine, dairy, ment.
50 miles north
Chemical shearing, effective blazing hospital
light horses, sheep, poultry, and
of Tokyo.
animal products will be on hand Parasite control, and early weato discuss the College's livestock ing of lambs will highlight the
research results and up-to-date sheep stops.
livestock management techniqu- Nutrition, physiology and management will also be covered
es.
Exhibits and on-the-spot de- in presentation by the poultry,
monstraticns will be featured horse, and beef cattle sections.
along with short lectures by Coll- Control of estrus in beef cat'tie, cow herd management, fall
ege of Agriculture scientists
and spring calf comparisons,pasExtension specialists.
Formerly known as Livestock ture combinations for beef, and
Field Days, this year's events the changing shape of beef cattle
See
have a new approach. Instead of in the 70's will make up the beef
the wagon tours, shuttle buses program.
will run continuously from MO The new meat inspection law
to 11:30 a.m. between the de- and how it relates to the producer
IWILDIRS OP PINS
monstrations, and a visitor may and consumer will also be disNIIMORIALS
Factor WM% • Manager
stay as long as he likes at any cussed.
111 Maple St. 753-2512
one stop to get additional infor- Following the lunch, which will
mation or individual help on pro- be furnished on the farms, Dr.

unos
Murray Marble
Works

Show Your
Colors

*"And the Star Spangled Banner, oh, long may it wave!' Oa-the-Fourth
of July,_
heartening to see _our flag flying proudli befqie home after
home.—fShow youT colors. .. )rri Independence Day, display the Red,
White nd Blue symbol of our, nation's htiitage.
* Mot.of all, that heritage is freedoffill
. Through the days and the years
since uly. 4, 1776, there havie, been times of Struggle and sorrow, of
dang and-diffictilAyr_bin thr6ugh even _the,darkest hours the bright 'gut
of freedom ...symbolized by/ our flag ... has sustained us and led us op- ward to rich and abundant blessings.
* This Fourth of July, say a *prayer of thanks for priceless freedom .
honor the flag and all it-s ds,for . show your colors.
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Come In and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

04'f,

NOW! EASY CREDIT TERMS
Store Hours: Monday-Saturday ____ 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday
12:30 to 6:30

Uncle Jeff's
SAFE-I

Boys' Swim Wear
Nylon and Double Knits in prints,
Solids and plaids. Sizes 3-18. Make
o big splash!

9-9 Mon.-Sat.

Reg.
$1.09

Economy Size 63
/
4-0z.

EXCEDRIN PAIN TABLETS
Bottle
of89c

IMT1

Reg. $1.63

12:30-6:30 Sunday

HAIR SPRAY

Lowest
Everyday
Prescription
Prices

Poncho

Regular, Extra Holding,

Unscented

Prest

13-Ox.
Reg. $1.49

One Size Fits An!

88c

We Can Fill Any

Ladies' Triiiit Panties
Machine Washable

4

Now Only

$348

99c
1
MEN'S SWIM SETS
91
$191

$348
$

-17
FINE COTTON
PLEATED
HONEY COMB CREPE

Cavanciale

SAIL CLOTH
Prints & Sol ids
Reg. $1.29

4(

88c

*

4(
*
lk
4(

4(
:

y.

I

Machine Washable

Permanent Pleat

Reg. $1.98 Yd.

Reg. $4.98 Yd.

I

$119

Reg. $1.99 Yd.

$119

t REG..
SALE $
Ic $5.88 ID.
-

TO.

44"-45"

GINGHAM
CHECKS
SALE

$1.49 YD.

REG. 99C TO $1.39 YD.

YD.

44"-45" 100% COTTON

WHITE GOODS
REG. $1.18
NOW

raw=

5181
I UP.

CAMERAS
BLACK
AND WHITE -

COLOR

PRINTS

Yb.
YD.

1

NOW

CANVAS
SHOES
11.41
Duptet Lens

PER INCH

BARGAIN
COUNTER
VALUES TO
9c
$1-.19 YD.

,Timer

/hot

$49.88

for Sharper
Prints

Flashcube

$9
137

QUI
Lil

MEN'S

'ialue

Film

Now Only

$33.88
ELECTRIC EYE MAKES AUTOMATIC EXPO,SUE
SETTING

SLIP - ON

4

Kodek

Color Prin

7-7-ZILLEANts

ONLY

All This ?Ili 41‘.95

Batteries

YD.

GREAT FOR FISHING

$79.95 Value

Triplet Lens

Range,'oder

POLAROID

HIP BOOTS

$39.88,

POLAROID
Electric Eye

MEN'S

$59.95 Value
Range Finder
Focusing

Model 330

C

Childrens

IN 60 SECONDS

IN IS
SECONDS

Model 320

REG. $1.98 YD.

*
4(

SANDLES

Electric Eye

SHEER PRINTS

93C

LADIES & LITTLE GIRLS

YD.

ALL RUFFLES

88c

3-0z.
Reg. $1.39

$7.98
100

DACRON & COTTON

SALE

Stops Sunburn Fast

REG.

REG.

FLOCKED
MIRASE

100% POLYESTER
LIGHT COLORS

*4(

YD.

65% POLYESTER 35% COTTON

DOUBLE KNITS

LOTION

SUNTAN OIL

NOW

69c

SOLARCAINE

DEEP
TAN

UPHOLSTERY

2FORsl

YD.

12-0z.
Reg. $1.19

PRESCRIPTIONS

54" Textured

44" - 45"

44.1 - 45.1

MOUTH WASH

WE FILL STATE AID

Beach Necessities, We're Got
Them All
Come See.

Now

MICRIN

till your next prescription and prove our

Let us

Printed Cottons and Terrycloth.
Join the Sunshine Crowd With

Hit Hs. beach in great fashion with these
ideas for summer swim. Briefs and trunks
in solids, stripes and plaids. Belted and
button-down. Size to extra-large.

4(

Doctor's Prescription

prices are LOWER!

Made in U.S.A. Sixes 5-10.

Pair

'Po

59c

WHITE RAIN

Summer
Beat'
Scene

z

VOTE

Discoed Pharmacy

88c Tos2"

Now

VOTE TOOTHPASTE

CANVAS SHOES
ONLY
PAIR
S2
"

*

JULY 2 1070
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Waterfrom rocks

•

JULY FOURTH •

l b

Scientists diseover Moses had a cinch ,•
99

izarrifar

By OHAD H. GOZANI

Come In and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

g FE

NOW! EASY CREDIT TERMS
Store Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday

Van Wyck

are_

111111111111-1112

9c

9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
12:30 to 6:30

Electric

1ii

CAN
OPENER

ctric

Super

With Knife Sharpener

SLICE

Was $8.98

Ele4

\ 1
1,
1111
4
4041 Lg.1

COOKER

With Fish

gs

Reg. $15.37

$9.91$191

$5.91

ELECTRIC FANS t
20" - 2 Speed

4,
0
$14.91

5 Year-

S9

Guarantee.

.6.m him.

BOAT RISHIONS
Only

$2.91
OOLERS
Styrafoam,
ONLY 81

\

BRAKE
SHOES
(SET FOR 2 WHEELS)

Each

1E *

MOTOR OIL
alick
vat

S2

77

its

te010
OiL

POLAROID

SWINGER

PER SET
-EXCHANGE

Camera

Only

*AUTOLITE
*AC *CHAMPION

*******

f.E
7

tereosonic
UMW"
Gempael—Fits
Almost Anywhere!

SPARK
PLUGS

LAWN CHAIRS

Onl y

mg PRODUCTS

CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

• -}

$1.21

4 TRIM SIDES WELL SO TREE WILL GROW
TALL AND STRAIGHT.

81

ONLY

SISSY -BARS 1:
4,

4

VAN WYCK
ELECTRIC

PORTABLE MIXER

VAN WYCK
ELECTRIC

HAND-VAC

$5.91
mintyti.ock..E„icR

97

$2.11
Uncle Jeff Has A
I Complete Line Of Bike
Parts And Accessories

BANANA SEAT
For Bicycies
Only

DRY

.81

;ifC 1

4(

*********************

..•

1.

3 KEEP BLOSSOMING AREAS .
CHECK FOR LEAF
PARASITES.

For Bicycles
•

LY .

LI

2. CUT DISEASED AREAS
SEAL EXPOSED ENDS.

BADMINTON SET
$337
For 4 Players

SPECIAL
ONLY

To

'AIR
P.*

TRIMMING
1. TRIM DAMAGED BRANCHES

OIL FOR:FILTERS
FORD, MERCURY,

$9.97 $14.17

CUSHION

TREE

-$46
"

Outdoor Set

*****************

HELMETS

QUART CAN 190
I
LIMIT 3
AIR COOL
CAR

'4(

HORSE SHOE 1:
PITCH GAME t

(LIMIT 8 PER CUSteMERk,

Motorcycle

1

CAR STERO
TAPE PLAYER I,

Complete With Speakers
And Installation Hdwe.

::E
.
49C

$2.91

recently developed Israeli deealinatien,proelias.

$9.97

Now

*********************

.......A.

$1•61

Gallon
Can

But since the six-day war that left hundreds of burntEgyptian tanks, armored cars and artillery all across its reae
Israeli soldiers patrol the Sinai Desert and tourists flock by pla e
and by car to tous_tht wilderness.
The St. Catherine Monastery ia set in a v ale atsop
e
foot Ebel Mousse, traditionally identified as Mount
viherflGloses received-the ten commandments.
••
, One of the world's oldest and most saeled Christian shrin

it was built by Byzantine Emperor Justinian in the 6th cen
A.D. in memory of an Egyptian Christian martyred in Alexan
"IWO einttiriei before—the St Catherinel-Tomistery lies on the4.
ditional site of the burning bush, in which God appeared to M
Nearby is biblical Horeb and it is in.,this wilderness that
Israeli learns are at work.
Keffiyen (Arab headress) wearing Bedouins hacked their
down through 158 feet of solid granite rock to find water. Me
med said.
"We made painfully slow progress," he said.,"Only 10 inch
a day."
Etc said his people were drilling, mostly by hand, other we
around the St Catherine Monastery. One of them, he eslimat,
would ydeld 19,200 cubic feet a day.
"We now have more water than either the Monastery or tourists to the area, need," Melamed said.
He said his firm was drilling for water in another 10 sites in
the southern Sinai Peninsula. Four of them, in- the Red Sea
fortress of Sharm-EI-Sheikh, 52 miles sourth of St Catherine, hays
yielded saline water, which easily can be sweetened through a

MAW STATE

FOR
ALL
CARS

And

91

"Or

•

Fesea
Cast
saGrille

LIFE JACKETS

a d
TEL AVIV (UPI)—la the Sinai Desert, Israeli hydrologistsBiie
e
Bedouin laborers are today doing the hard way what the
says Moses did the easy way—producing water from rock in '
wilderness.
According to the Book of Exodus (Chap. 17, Verse 6) Glid,
commanded Moses to strike with his rod the rock in HorK.
He did, and sweet water poured forth to slake the thirst of
Israelites as they wandered the Sinai wilderness after their fl- t
from bondage in Egypt.
Today, in the same area, the Israelis and their Bedouin help*
••
are doing the same thing. But their rods are drills and the goi
tougher. It took them 189 days, drilling and hacking down all
rate of 10 inches a day, to reach water at 158 feet in so:id gr
The modern day Moses is a team of technocrats, headed
hydrologist Dr. Avraham Melarned, head of the Tel Aviv c
sultant engineering firm of Tushia (resourcefullness in Engi'
. In an interview, NIelamed said the first well sunk through
granite, near the ancient monastery of St. Catherine, yields 3,
cubic feet of fresh water a day and anothet being completed n
ky promises to be six times as productive._
tdelamed is now in charge of 15 similar strikes fo-rizesh w
the southern part oldie Sinai desert.
Government-inspired
The Israeli government sponsored the surveys and the
!trigs in the barren and hostile land which Israel captured fi
Egypt in the 1967 Middle East War.
Only Bedouin, the Arab Nomad tribes, used to roam
huge wasteland which stretches from the sand dunes alo
the Mediterranean, across the sandy plateau known as El Tin,
the barren mass of crystalline rocks known as Jebel Katherils,
which rises 8,652 feet into the sunlight.
•

/4

MAYOft'SELLS HIS CLOTHES ;This is Mayor OnAlle Hubbard
of *Dearth:ire:. Iaich sening ..tust castoff t outgrown. actually
clothes; fm campaign expenxec -to run for g 14th consteetitive
term. The
. 298-pouniler, who wore sizes iss and•42-when-4telirat took Off1ee,:pts:. 1.1 up about S500 sallow .30.3op gust-

ay" suits tor Sts-Sts shoes $3 shirts 2r. cent..

If,

•-

w_rrs•
•••
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The show can oe seen nignuy
except Mondays at 830P.m.here
BARDSTOWN, Ky. - A record
through Sept. 6, and at 3p.m.Sunopening night crowd of 1470 per- days. In the event of rain,perfor•
sons welcomed The Stephen Fos- , mances
are moved to a nearby
ter Story back to the outdoor am- indoor theatre.
phitheatre at My Old Kentucky
Home State Park for its 12th
year.
And, though most in the aud- Campbellsville
ience, including state and area College To Host
dignitaries and cast members
from previous years, were re- Golf Tournament
hearsing the production, perhaps
for the 12th tune or more, the
Campbellsville College will
timeless charm of the 50-plus
Invitational Golf
Foster melodies throughout the host its first
Baptist pastors
drama foretell of yet another Tournament for
church-related perother
all
and
year.
successful
20-21 at the CampOver half a million persons sonnell July
Club._
Country
bellsville
now have seen the outdoor epic,
Qualifying for flights will bewhich portrays Foster as he
at 9:00 a.m. (EDT) Monday,
struggles to meet the challenge gin
July 20. No one will be perworld"
cents
and
"dollars
of the
mitted to "tss-off" for qualifybut who is inspired by the plight
und after 12:00 noon.
of the slaves and by his own love_
Director of Admis:
•Hardy.
Al
for Jeannie to tompose • more *ions for the College and co.
than 200 songs.
chairman ot the Tournament,
Although Foster was raised and states, "Many Etaptint _ pastors
around
life
his
of
spent most
and church workers have never
Pittsburgh, his trips to the Fed- visited Campbellsville College (a
eral Hill plantation home of his Kentucky Baptist College). We
cousin John Rowan in Nelson hope the tournament will give
County, moved him to write "My them an opportunity to escape
Old Kentucky Home," and placed for two days of fun and fellowhim permanently in the heritage ship and visit one of their colof the commonwealth.
leges."
This year's cast of 51 Includes
The fee for the tournament,
a comtinatiou of music and drama lodging, and banquet will be
students and area talent. It is the $10.00. Trophies and prizes will
first year in the production for all be awarded to the winners, runbut eight.
ners-up, and duffers in each
Bill McRary, now a profess- flight.
ional composer in Cincinnati, Campbellsville College ia • a
compared opening night 1970 with fully accredited, coeducational,
iiberal arts, four-year institutthe first one in 1959, when
ion located in central Kentucky,
was a cast member.
"This year's show has a sew functioning- under- the euzpise..ce
vitality about it. This pew cast of the Kentucky Baptist Conhas made a good show evert vention.
better," he said.

Manual
6

7
9
10
11

Seventy-five hid school students from four scafes with high
interest and aptitude in art have
enrolled as participants in two
1970 High School Honors Art Workshops at Murray State University in July.
To be directed by Richard
Jackson, associate professor of
art at Murray State, the two-week
sessions are scheduled July 6-17
and July 20-31. Workshops this
summer mark the 10th year the
art department at Murray State
has sponsored the program.
Students representing Illinois,
Missouri, Tennessee and Kentacky were selected for workshop scholarships by the Murray
State art department after making applications from their high
schools; Workshop grants cover
6 and cost of supplies.
.A
'FINtro other faculty members
le the art department at Murray
State-Mrs. Laurel Vogl,instructor, and Robert Head, assistant
professor - will assist Jackson
with the workshops.
Empbacis during the sessions
will be on painting, drawing and
printmaking.
Jackson said the workshops
are "designed to allow the art.
minded Ugh school student to
Improve his ability as a creative
artist and to test the possibilities of art as a professional career."
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cheek
s
'
man

newest gimmick is to steal the
cancelled checks and monthly
of balances, deposits and withdrawals.

The paper is as ne-

gotiable with fences, or stolen

fessional
:ie
blank

AGNEW DEMONSTRATION VICTIM ,

Hit in

the

head

bottle during an anti-war demoaration while Vice President Spiro Agnew was speaking in Denver. Colo., Police

Detective

checks

of the

by a

John Ballageer is given first ;11(i by fellow officers

forgers.
burglars

often

from

the

book, hopeful

tear
back

ft>

with virtual

impunity.
Some victims don
t realize
'
checks are missing unlit

the

the

next month
s bank.state'
ment is received, says Janssen.

With any Where up to a month
can pass the checks and be in

tAT A PRICE
BEYOND PROTEST

another
the

MILO

s process is based on
'
Smith
Smith, "was to disassemble it
and treat it page by page."

improsfanent
by his method, Smith
said, is that documents being
agent. Documents treated with
treated do, not become foggy,
this solution - by brushing,
This makes the treatment of
spraying or immersion- are
'entire books practical.
protected from acid
attack
According to Smith, the
and their fife expectancy is
process has been used to proprolonged indefinitely.
tect valuable 17th century
The aqueous tre
- atment syswatercolors, pen and ink and
tem presently employed by
pencil drawings, 18th century
the U.S. National Archives for
prints, 19th century lithopreserving
valuable
papers,
graphs and 20th century waterSmith said, ham the same weakening effect on paper as water.' colors.

in which to operate, the thieves

"BESI
VACATIO
BUY70

and works of qt.

cancelled

perfect

locality

forgeries

can

long
be

before
traced.

12:30

8435tkes the only generally
accepted method of treating
a book with this process,- said

a

inite checks for

OCEAN FRONT

a process for preserving booko

solution

for

12:00

ft

vided with the statements and
checks

11:30

1:00

3:30
4:00

nonaqueous,

or

waterless,

consisting of an

or.

ganic solvent and a moderately

alkaline

deacidifying chemical

!J.

tiassel I

6:00 Land of the Giante
7:00 The FBI
8:00 Movie "Marnie"
10:15 News, Weather, Sports
10:30 Movie "An Eye For
Eye"
12:30 News
MONDAY
6:30
7:00
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
MOO

The principal

offered

Wells Fargo
Bow's Big Toy
Barbara Moore Show
He Said, She Said
Bewitched
That Girl
Best of Everything
A World Apart
An My Children

1/.30 Let's Make A Deal
1:00 Newlywed Game
1:30 Dating Game
2:00 General Hospital
2:30 One Life To Live
3:00 Dark Shadows
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies
4:00 Lacy Show
4:30 Real McCoys
5:00 Evening News
5:30 Dick Van Dyke
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
6:30 It Takes a Thief
7:30 Movie "Picture Mommy
Dead"
9:30 Now.
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
10:30 Movie "Going Steady"
MIN!

0SCOPE

I

U.SwIr

"IImage not
to go back."

Ed Suthvan Show
Comedy Tonight
Mission: Impossible
Weekend Report Mery Grin
Sign Off

04.)6,31_44`
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owntown Murray
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12th Season At Bardstown ART WORKSHOPS
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New Schedule For
Services At Local
Churches Announced

SEEN & HEARD .
(Continued From Page 1)

Midwest Hit
With Hail &
High Winds
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books medicine, etc., for $500
a year'
A new preaching schedule
"A real blow is your allowbeen announced for Bethel, ing us hard-working taxpayers
Mrs. Patricia Morrison and Brooks Chapel and Independ- only $600 a year to raise and
Baby Girl, Rte. 3, Murray.
ence Unsted Methodist Ch
care for our legitimate children By United Press International
WASHINGTON -Sen. George McGovern, 1)-S.D., reacting to
for the year, 1W70-71.
while you pay more than $800
On the first Sunday of each
DISMISSALS
President Nixon's statement that the Cambodian Invasion may rank
a year to ADC to raise an illegiHail and high winds
held
at
be
month
services
will
historically with the great military battles:
timate child. What are you try- meled Northwest WiSCAILSill and
"For the President to compare the Cambodian fiasco to the
Mrs. Ann Meister, Shady Oaks 9:30 a. in. at Brooks Chapel, at ing to tell us?
other parts of the Midwest
great decisive battles of World War 11,such as Stalingrad, indicates Tn. Crt,, No. 26, Murray; Miss 11:00 a. in. at Bethel and at "These statistics, without a
today, providing relief from
Janet Walker, 910 No. 18th St., 7:30 p. m. at Independence.
that he Is living in Disneyland."
doubt, show there is something three days of sticky, hot
On the second Sunday of each
Murray; Mrs. Donna Kelly, 27
drastically wrong. How about weather.
at
held
month
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will
be
Louisville;
BAYONNE, N.J.-Draft Director Curtis W. Tarr, denying a re- Breckinridge St.,
doing something about it?"
Tornadoes dipped into Central
Chanel,
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a.
in.
at
Brooks
quest from Bayonne, N.J. Mayor Francis G. Fitzpatrick which asked Mrs. Joan Blubawn and Baby
Minnesota near Albany and
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Independence
and
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What
difficult
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o
r
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Paynesville Wednesday night
7:30 p. m. at Bethel.
Murray; Mrs. Idoyce Brown and
men from Bayonne have been killed in Vietnam:
On the third Sunday, serv- many people is they just cannot and twisters also were sighted
LawrenBaby.
Boy,
Rte.
2,
Hazel;
"Our laws cannot make provisions for suspension of the draft
ices will be held at Bethel at understand why the Federal near Delevan, Minn.
ce Rushing, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. 9:30 a. in., Brooks Chapel at government does not recognize
due to casualties."
Winds blew up to 75 miles an
Judy Ann Atahler,Rte. 5, Murray; 11:00 a. m. and Independence these facts We include ourself
hour at Rice Lake, Wis.,
WASHINGTON -Rep. Edith Green,1)-Ore,,hlving second thoughts Mrs. Marilyn Newsome, Rte. 2S at 7:30 p.
in this category.
knocking down trees and power
about her proposed legislation to prohibit federal assistance to any Hazel; Mrs. Virginia Dixon, Rte. On the fourth Sunday, serlines and damaging aircraft.
If
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government
2,
Kirksey.
Federal
organization which discriminates tin the basis of sex:
vices will be held at Independt.
A funnel cloud was sighted at
"Neither the Boy Scouts of America or the Girl Scouts as preence at 9:30 a. in., Bethel at would stop spending so much Alma Center, Wis., 40 miles
sently constituted could continue to receive surplus federal material
11:00 a. in. and at Brooks Cha- money on giveaway programs northeast of La Crosse, and
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and other benefits under the proposed amendment."
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a
Bradley.
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WASHINGTON -President Nixon, replying to a question as to
whether U. S. troops might return to Cambodia:
"I would not say that under no circumstances they would not have
to go back."

Hay City
Somerset

IW

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

JULY FCOUIRTN •

Mime To It
:e "Two

D Murder

Sports

stlendored

Mkentiunty
Road Worker Is
Suspended 1 Day

It

In The

Today's
Stock Market

DRESSES
$3

Wall Street
Clatter

LRC . . .

SPECIAL4

FAMOUS NAME SHELLS

Sports

1.33

GIRLS SUMMER PLAYWEAR

$L5ot

Sports
aw

Tennessee ...

al

SUMMER FOOTWEAR,

$1.22

19-IN. POWER MOWERS

$34.00

as

9x12-FT. OVAL BRAIDED RUGS

Sports

16,00

Mommy

G.E. CLOCK RADIOS

Sports
*wady"
MEM!

PE
rIENIC

CANNON TOWELS

3/$1

NASH
1RGLE

45-IN. DOTTED SWISS

660

y'Slze
or.

-"MEN'S -SPORT SLACKS

PAY

ILY

8C

ONE-GROUP MEN'S-TIES-

1(0

1.49
alue

MEN'S SPORT SHORTS

$2.44

30's

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS

1.57
12's

3

MEN'S SWIM TRUNKS

$2 R". to $250

BOYt*',SWIM
TRUNKS
-„

LADIES STRETCH DENIM JEANS

$1.00

BOYS SPORT SHIRTS

$159 21$3

BOYS'_DRESS-CASUAL SLAX
LADIES SHORTS

TAXES RISE
MOTHERS BUSTER
HOUSTON. (UPI) - Thirty
housewives, marching around a
vacant lot iiirltheir neighborhood
protesting its proposed use as a
garbage dump, wound up ig jail
Monday. To the long-haired son
of one of the women, it was hie
mother's
crowning
achievement. "Wow, my mother's been
busted for protesting," he said.
"That's far out."

e-,

FIGHT AGAINST RUBELLA CONTINUES-The Kentucky Rubella Con
gram, under the Department of Health, accelerated its immunization program.NOW YOU KNOW
with the recent increased availability of vaccine. LitIle Darlene Stott, of Edgewood, by United Press International
Keritkicky, isn't.sure at all that the jet-iniec.tor g,usi. used for rubella inoculation
Thi angler fish, a bottom
-doesn't hurt a bit." It's bigger than a needle, and looks as though it might tarry a living predator, has a mouth so
afterward
could
MUT!'
iiartenes
bright
smite
oilersthat theres-veay- large it can • swallow fish alsting. But,
noilhing to fear from the awesome instrument. „
most as big as itsetf.
q••

.46-.•••.•••••••.,

TOPEKA, Kan.(UPI)- Kansas residents start paying more
Wednesday to drink and smoke.
jumps
tax
cigarette
The
Wednesday from eight to 11
cents a pack and beer will cost
a penny more a bottle. The
state's 3 per cent sales tax will
also be expanded to 'Delude
such Items as newspapers, dry
cleaning and repair work.
--FOR THE ROAD-A cambo, in soldier pours Chinese
The United States uses more
.iridy into his canteen hethan 4 hillimrpounds of cotton
-, i leaving, Phnom Penh on
annually, hall for clothes, says
it rambal lnitssfon.
• NationirirOgratkie.'
-

Solid

colors

$1.33

and prints.
$2.98 Value

ENJOY FREE PARKING
Downtown
PRICES GOOD SATURDAY ONLY

LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
BANKAMERICARD
...IF v...
•••••••
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The 1910 Draft Lottery

1

April 15 182
WASHINGTON (UPI)— Following are the birthdates of April 16 31
men becoming 19 years old this April 17 264
year and the order in which Aril 18 138
they will be summoned for April 19 62
possible military service in April 20 118
8
19'71, as established by the draft April 21
lotter
April 22 256
April 23 292
Jan. 1 133
Feb. 21 213
April 24 244
Jan. 2 195
Feb. 22 271
April 25 328
Jan. 3 336
Feb. 23 351
April 26 131
Jan. 4 99
Feb. 24 226
April 27 235
Jan. 5 33
Feb. 25 325
April 28 82
Jas. 6 285
Feb. 26 86
April 29 111
Jan. 7 159
Feb. 27 66
Apru 30 358
Jan. 8 116
Feb. 28 234
Jan. 9 53
179
March 1 14 May
Jan. 10 101
96
Jan. 11 144
March 2 77 May
171
Jan. 12 152
March 3 207 May
240
Jan. J3 330
March 4 117 May
301
March 5 299 May
Jan. 14 71
268
March 6 296 May
Jan. 15 75
29
March 7 141 May
Jan. 16 I36
105
March 8 79 May
„Jan. 17 54
357
March 9 2713 May
Jan. 18 185
Jan. 19 188 March 10 150 May 10 146
March_11_ 317 May 11 293
'Jan. 20 211
May 12 210
Jan. 21 129
/Larch
Jan. 22 132
March /.3 241 May 13 353
Jan. 23 48
Mardi 14 11 May 14 40
Jan. 24 177
March 15 15'7 May 15 344
March 16 258- May 16 175
Jan. 25 57
March 17 220 May 17 212
Jan. 26 140
Jan. 27 173 March 18 319,; May 18 180
Jan. 28 346
March 20 170 May 19 155
March 21 246 May 20 242
Jan. 29 277
Jan. 30 112
March 22 269 May 21 225
May 22 199
Jan. 31 60
March 23 281
March 24 203 May 23 22.2
Feb. 1 335 March 25 298 May 24 22
Feb. 2 354 March 26 121 May 25 26
Feb. 3 186
March 28 95 May 26 148
• Feb. 4 64 March 29 147 May 27 122
9
Feb,
March 30 56 NWT 28
Feb. 6 16 March 31 38 May 29 61
Feb. 7 2.5
April 1 224 May 30 209
April
Feb. 9 187
April 3 291
June 1 65
Feb. 10 46
April 4 37
June 2 _304
Feb. 11 22 April 5 -134
June 3 135
Feb. 12 262
April 6 312
June 4 42
'Feb. 13 13
April 7 142
June 5 233
Feb. 14 260
April 8 267
June 6 153
Feb. 15 201
April 9 223
June 7 169
_Feb. 16' 334
April 10 165
June 8
7
Feb, 17 345
April 11 178
Feb.18 337
April 12,, 89, Jule 9 352
April 13 14; June 10 76
Feb. 19 331
June 11 355
Feb. 20 20
April 14 202

Peanuts*

June 13
June 14
June 15
June 16
June 17
Julie 18
June 19
June 20
June 21
June 22
June 23
June 24
June 25
June 26
June 27
June 28
June 29
June 30

51
342
363
276
229
289
214
163
43
113
307
44
236
327
308
55
215
154

Aug, 9
Aug. 10
Aug. 11
Aug.- 12
Aug. 13
Aug. 14
Aug. 15
Aug. 16
Aug. 17
Aug, 18
A ug. 19
A ug. 2,0
Aug. 21
Aug. 22
Aug. 23
Aug. 24
Aug. 25
Aug. 26
Aug. 27
Aug. 28
Aug. 29
Aug. 30
Aug. 31

125
Oct. 9 302
359
Oct 10 160
230
Oct, 11
84
320
Oct, 12
58
Oct. 13
103
Oct 14 115
270
Oct. 15 310
329 ,Oct. 16
343
Oct. 17 290
109
Oct 18 340
83
Oct. 19 74
69
Oct. 20 196
50
Oct. 21
5
250
Oct 22 36
10
Oct 23 339
274
Oct. 24 149
364
Oct 25 17
91
Oct 26 184'
232
Oct 27 318
248
Oct, 28 28
32
Oct 29 259
167
Oct 30 332
275
Oct 31 311
Set
283
Nov 1 243
161
Nov. 2 205
183
Nov. 3 294
231,
Nov. 4 39
295
Nov. 5 286
21
Nue.- is 245
265
Nov, 7 72
108
Nov. 8 119
313
Nov.
9 176
130
Nov. 10 63
288Nov. 11 123
314.
Nov. 1 2 255
238
Nov. 13 272
247
No,. 14 11
291
Nov. 15 362
139
Nov. 16 197
200'
Nov. 17
6
333
Nov. 18 280
228
Nov. 19 252
261
Nov. 20 sa
68
Nov. 21 35
88
Nov, 22 • 253
206
Nov. 23 193
237
Nov. 24
107
Nov. 25 23
93
-SOY. 24 sz
338
Nov. 27 168
309
Nov. 28 324
303
Nov. 29 100
La
Nov. 30 67
306
Dec. 1 347
191
Dec. 2 321
134
Dec. 3 110
266
Dec. 4 305
166
Dec. 5 27
78
Dec. 6 198
131
Dec. 7 162
45
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Smuggler
brought the
first coffee

34

CHICAGO (UPI) — Ever
top to think how the first
coffee came to America! It's
an interesting story -- for one
thing the first coffee plants
were smuggled in, about 150
years ago.
Coffee
was introduced
throughout Europe in the 16th
and 17th centuries. It came
by way of southern Arabia,
which until the end of the
17th century produced most of
the world's supply.
Soon, however, it was growing in Java and other islands
in the Netherlands Indies, and
later it came to the new world.
It is here that a "eanuggler"
emerges. One of the most
dramatic istsaiiesaf how coffee
was brought to the Americas
concerns Gsfiriel Mathie De
Clieu, a French nivel officer
stationed in Martinique.
Some Authorities say it—iiii
150 years ago that De Client
e
that the ligFe
gutch had
d
1:reardalw
,
planted coffee to the East
i.set indies. He decided to take a
few plants back to Martinique
with him.
The only coffee plants then
under cultivation in Paris w
guarded in the royal hothouse
of Louis XV. But somehow
the lieutenant acquired one of
these plants and headed west.

REAL ESTATE POR SALE

LOOKING FOR your dram
home then you need to take a
look at this beautiful brick
home on south lath Street. It
has 4 or 5 bedrooms. Extra
OLD ANTIQUE Oak mantle, large family room with
%harp". Phone 7534518 atter plaice, play room a 2nd
6:00 p. m.
July-3-NC In lower floor for those
zri
days when you don't sent the
AKC REGISTERED Toy Apricot other disturbed, baths carpet,
July 1 104
Poodle, six week.' aid. Phone central heat and air, large
July 2 322 Sept. 1
753-9330. Also stud service. It lies A all. Take a look and
July 3 30 Sept. 2
July-8-C you will be convienoed also.
July 4 59 Sept. 3
AKC REGISTERED Collie pup- ON MELROSE we have a 4-bedJuly 5 287 Sept. 4
GOING TO THE WORLD'S PAIR—Debbie Shelton, 21, Norfolk,
July 6 164 Sept. 5
pies seven weeks old. Wormed, room house with 2 beautiful
ceramic tale baths, carpet, cenVa., "Miss U.S.A." who soon will be going to the Japanese — shots. Padua& 443-5503.
July 7 365 sept. 6
tral it and air, fireplace, open
World's Fair in Osaka, chats with President Nixon at the
July-&C
106
JAY 8
Sept, 7
court,
two car garage and is
White
House.
She
will
compete-for
the
-Miss
Universe"
title.
1 Sept. 8
July 9
THERMOFAX copying mechine. vacant.
July 10 158 Sept. 9
A-1 condition. Can be sew at EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick
July 11 174 Sept. 10
Murray Supply or can 753-3361. on Park Lane. This house is 4
July 12 257 Sept. 11
July&C years old but looks like new.
July 13 349 Sept., 12
Has family room utility, lots
July 14 156 Sept. 13
17%' FOLROT Kayak, (excellent closet and steerage apace, beauJuly 15 273 Sept. 14
fishing boat) complete with pat tif
ownera
ais condi
ul drapes,
are itevics
townti
.one4,
July 16 284 Sept. 15
dies and bite jackets. Also: slide
You
July 17 341 Sept. 16
projector, lertionlar projection can have an early possession
July 18 90 Sept. 17
screen,
35
tom
By Jack Lents
camera,
fast
removed
35
mm
cannot
be
burley
date.
July 19 316 Sept. 18
enough to avoid a backlog, Staton photo enlarger and some ac- 48 ACRIN of land at Wiswell
cessories,
and
palatable Zig-Zu with some of the nicest shady
Two burley tobacco marketing said, and shrinkage reported
July zo 120 Sept. 19
July 21 356 Sept. 20
problems — short-weights and often exceeds the two per cent sewing machine. Cell 753-2718 iota in county. Has paved road
July 22 282 Sept. 21
nesting—have become serious en- tolerance allowed in the contract before 8 p. m. or see at 1014 on two sides. This laud can be
Payne Street.
July-&NC bought with new 3-bedroom
July 23 172 Sept. 22
ough to prompt industry leaders with warehouses.
July 24 360 Sept. 23
heavy take of
brick or just the land.
a
year
of
a
In
`1" 14'1" stricter
"
ells to
July 25
overcome
3 Sept 24
burleY wider price supports,such BAY GELDING, one-half Thor- 80 ACRPS of land 3 miles east
them'
July 26 47 Sept. 25
140
(
4:
12 1iter
ng. of Elm Grove Chtuch on Irv=
W. L. Staton, executive secre- as 1969, the redryers cannot get borie.°11ghbred,34
Y$ old.
July 27 85 Sept.26
Cobb Rd., $5500.
tary of the Burley Tobacco Gro- the tobacco off of the warehouse
753-4118.
Phone
July-7.0
July 2a
WE HAVE a 3-bedroom brick
wers Co-Operative Association, floors without delay.
-27
Dec. 8 323
July 29
Dec. 20 _118 said in a recent report that the To minimize the problem in Ant coamroloarEn, used three on the Coles Camp Ground Road
4 Sept. 28
Dec. 9 114
Dec. 21 1E1_ heavy take of the co-op of burley the future, Staton told warehou- mouths,
July 30 15 Sept. 29
GE, 181000 BTU, $185. on 1 acre of land. This is a
Dec. 10 204
Dec. 22 194 _,from the 1969 crop underscored semen, it may be necessary too:;au. 753.,,5050.
July 31 221 SRIA. 30
oneAt1.7-6-NC very nice house and is priced
to sell at only $181100.
Dec. 11 73
Dec. 2.3 219 the problem of short-weights,the reduce the number of sales houNEAR Poplar Springs Churct
Aug, 1 326 Oct. 1
Dec. 12 19
Dec. 24
2 loss of weight in tobacco baskets rs
rs, cut the maximum weight per TV ANTENNA and Ratan',
Dec. 13 151
Aug. 2 102 Oct.
Dec. 25 361 on warehouse floors between the
offered for sale, or re. Year 'lid- Call 753-5820- Ail-74-P we have a 5-room brick house
in sight of Kentucky Lake on
Aug, 3 279 Oct 3
Dec. 14 348
Dec. 26 80 time of sale and the time they are quest marketing holidays.
TWO SCHOOL desk chairs, babasement,
Elec. 15 87
Aug. 4 300 Oct. 4
Dec. 27 239 moved to the association's redry"The movement of price-supp- by stroller arid baby walker. paved road. Has pert
on 1 acre shady lot, $18,500.
Aug. 64
Dec. 16 41
Dec. 28 128 er operations.
Oct. 5
art tobacco from warehouse fib- Phon,. magma
NEAR FUNT Church we have
Dec. 17 315
Aug. 6 251 Oct. 6
Dec. 29 145
As sales proceed and the co- ors must be orderly, with a min.. 3-TON Westinghouse air a 3-bedroom brick with central
Dec. 18 208
Aug. 7 263 Oct. 7
Dec. 30 192 op's take increases, baskets of imum risk of loss, and 1969 sho_ 2% TO
heat and air conditioning, carDec. 19 249
Aug. 8 49 Oct. 8
Dec, 31 126
wed us how serious the problem nanditanner, window obet•HJ.ius:c pet in living room and hall, 8
5die new. Phone 753-6273.
Th
can be," he said. "Therefore,
acres of land, garage, $22,000.
we must consider moves to reThis house is rented, must be
duce chances of such losses." 175 oc moToRcycLE, 2,600 shown by appointment only.
The Burley Cc'OP• which act- miles
Excellent
condition. ON RYAN Avenue 1% blocks
A5 LON6 A5 7/415 15 GOIN6 TO BE
.
c from University Campus we
pro- phone 7534303 deo,, juiy.e
THEN l'U_ TELL
LATEST ANT1-CAT
I HAVE THE WORLDI5 LARGEST ministers the price support
Indiana,
Ohio,
Kentucky,
gram
in
A FOURTH CE JLILW 5PEE04,1 114141<
have a 3-bedrooni brick with
JOKE.,THE DO6 AUDIENCE LOU_ LOVE
COLLECTION OF ANTI- CAT JOKES! West Virginia and Missouri, is
den. This house has just been
I 5400_05UP IN A FEW DIE6 ABOUT
THIS ONE—NEE HEE NEE NEE HEE!
equally concerned about the prodecorated and is ready for oc0065 NOT KIN& ALLOWED TO \OTE..LJE '
blem of nesting, concealment of LSS1JES WARNING
cupancy. Possession with deed.
CAN BE DRAFTED INV TUE ARAW,
—
foreign matter or inferior grades
Owner is asking for a bid.
BLIT WE CAN'T VOTe.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The IF YOU are interested in Lnwithin a basket.
come property we have some
Administration,
and
Drug
Food
a
total of
The co-op returned
546,823 pounds of "nests" to in a statement issued for the extra good property. No. 1 loweekend, cated at 1101 Main Street This
Day
warehouses from its price-s4)- Independence
warns severe poisoning or he. a house vrith private apartort take of the 1969 crop.
"We have a full accounting of death can result if charcoal ment upstairs and garage apartthe nests at all marketing cen- grills are used indoors in ment. You could have an extra
nice living quarters arid a good
ters and warehouses," Statori unventilated areas.
said, "and there are several The agency said 27 deaths income. This is on a large shady
where the situation is particul. have been reported since 1964 lot
arty bad. To end this practice, in cases related to the burning ON NORTH 18TH Street, Ert
2-bedrocen brick and
11., 10
ON ON —AN
It appears that some penalty of charcoal briquets in grills or we have a
••••••••
—/F-Alervratt—
Yelled ha** 1,11kelle. lms
-room apartmerds. The
two
•1,70
3
hibachis.
those
and
necessary,
The agency is conmay be
apartments are renting for
growers and vrarehousemen who sidering ordering charcoal pro
- $180.00 per month.
If this type
H-E condone this practice should be ducers to label their fuel with a income with a nice place to
SUDDEN
WAS
warning on the hazards of
forewarned
of
it."
SHOWERS
live sounds interesting take a
Albert G • Clay, chairman of indoor use.
RIGHT
look at this.
TODAY
the board of the Burley Auctiom
ON NORTH 12th Street we have
FORA
Warehouse Association, told way
a house with two apartment/
CHANGE
rehousemen that "nesting" de. McCURDY NAMED
completely new inside and is
feats the purpose of the price
petood at $15,250.
support program and urged them WASHINGTON (01) —Rich- 8-ROOM !name house and 3 acC.
McCurdy, former res of land near Van Cleve for
to stress to growers that thepra- ard
president of Shell Oil Co., has $8,000.
ctice cannot be tolerated.
been named associate adminis- WE HAVE a new 3-bedroom
trator for organization and brick in Canterbury Estates that
MANHASSET, N.Y. (UPI)—
management in the National Is extra nice and extra well
$30,000 eight-carat diamond on Aeronautics and 'Spare Admi- built. Has large family room,
the finger of Mrs. Edythe nistration.
2 baths, double carport, outside
Aity. Z
Gottlieb attracted some undeMcCurdy, a native of Newton, storage, central beat and air,
sired attention Tuesday.
Iowa who lives in Darien, large lot, in city school, paved
The 48-year-old woman from Conn., will have overall respoo- streets, city sewer and owner
Kings Point told a detective sibility for evaluating and will trade for cheaper house or
that a man forced his way into strengthening the organization farm.
her car, handcuffed her to the and managempot policies and WE ARE SELLING Reel Estate
steering wheel and made off practices in the space agency. at Roberts Realty, if you have
WELL , SiNCE 1 DiOnff START
NONEhf \
MUST BE A PARADE
(oo You cohiE PEACEFULLY,
property to sell or trade check
with the ring.
THIS WAR,GENERAL 2 AIN'T
OR DO WE 151.1157 rfri/5
AND THEY'RE
PASSIN'. WHAT
with us we need your listings.
AIMIN. TER FINISH IT THE
DOWN?
frOSADIA/0 771/5
HOLIDAY IS THIS
Call Hoyt or Ray Roberts at
LS.
LATCH.
BARGE
OFF,
SO
ANYWAY, NEV?.HO
WAY/'
vr
753-1651 or come by and see us
RIGHT IN!
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
'eet. We like to
at 506 Rain
•
OW MP oNamw
ACROSS
3,Ravsrenr.6 ,
July-3-C
talk real estate.
4Malifirg 012M000
4-Compass pornt
—1•Pursue
O
MJA:q0MW
5-Train
OM
15-Emst blood
WR aTOU UMW
6-Smudges
II-Grew genial
NOTIOI
UNOIR P191r9
7-Page of book
12 looked
WO7O M043
8-Lamprey
condescendingly
WPA7
MNE4
9-Teutonic
deity
14-Detest
O UOGIO OWOON
10-Chassw
15 Commonplace
.MA MUM OMR
11Possesswe
17•Syrnboi tor
ALL
promxm
M1M WOOM OM
cerium
13-Depressans
M OMOOUP
OR
18-Worm
16-Transaction
AZTIOM =MVO
Hazel
City
19 Neckpiece
19-Fur-bearing
OPROO NO 211O
20•L air
mammals
ALL TRACTOR equipment and
wagon, sell or trade for items
et equal value. Call 753-8113
after 3 p. m.
July-8-C

Short-Wei hts, Heft
Action of Burley Tobacco Men

by Charles M. Schulz

we

Nancy
NOW FOR THE
WEATHER
RE PORT

Abbe 'N Slats

PAGE F:LE

by Ernie Bushmiller

by R. Van Buren
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LOVELY
formal di
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BEAUTI
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BIG SEA
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bedroom
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South 71
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style hol
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bedroom
ed lawn

NEW it
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storage
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price.
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-CROSSWORD PUZZLE

of

•

Lil' Abner
Ti-l'CATAPULT IS REAC7V

1P-DEE-LIVER Ti.-' MAIL
TO TH'SKONK WORKS!!

21 Pronoun
22 River ducks
23 Dispatched
24 Note of scale
25 Evaluate
26 Defeats
• 27 Masculine
28 Period of tin»
29 Applaud%
31 District in
Germany
32 Rupees labbr.)
34 Rodents
35 Recreation a reaS
36 College degree
labbr
37 Devoured
38 Damages
39 Superlative
ending
40 Saint (ebb,)

Al Capp
WHUT HAPPF-NS
TO'THESE
MAGAZINES
AFTER BIG
BARNSMEL L
READS'EM?

(HE DUCOES ENA ,
NATCHERL'i. ANYTHING
THAT EVEN

-HAIN'T NEVER ^404
FIT FOR MAN kAOR • oBEAS — —000,15,!:

(

APPROACMILS
Ti-4 SKONIK WORKS--

20-Article of
furniture
22 Snares

23•Prop6ets

26-Elirds. bills
27-Partner
28 Most cordial
29-Unrefined

..

3

30 Second of two
31 itindu garment
32-Outcome
33-Mediterranean
vessel
1.y.oune salmon
11)1 )
360P1y attention

4

.5

11

41 Greek
letter
42-Prohibit '
44 Preposition
48-Symbol for it
tellurium

6

10

7

is

Seabees on the iola
24

42 Color
43 Kind of dog

34

45.Place for
horses

17

4714rghways
48 Doctrine

40

DOWN
Vutuous
2 Chapesui

After July 10 a 10% Fenislor
Will So Added

12

14

4-rwirres

•

License
and Taxes
Are Due

Privilege

in
Germany

39-River

43

41

43 46

41

4
ate,

y [Initial Pasture

not_

PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii
(UPI) - Navy Seabee teams
have launched giant construction programs in the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. In
addition to building highways
and airports the Seabees have
been constructing schools, wa-.
ter storage facihties and dis?—
peinisries as well as providing
„medical services for the natives

r
r
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WANTED 1
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be on good g
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ORAL ORATE POE SALE I

LOVELY NOM IN Sherwood /West. Four bedrooms,
formal dining room, 24 bathe, central beet and sdr. On
large wooded lot.
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME on South 6th Street. Has
full basement, two fire plaices, large wooded lot.
BIG BEAUTIFUL HOME AT 1513 Kirkwood Drive. Has
all the extras. See this one.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK veneer on Ford Road. Two
dory, three bedrooms, dining room, double garage, central heat and air.
BEE THIS FINE PLACE ON West Dogwood Drive. Three
bedrooms, two baths, family room, welt landscaped lawn.
NNW THREE BEDROOM BRICK veneer in East Y ManOr. Central heat and air, large family room. This is a
real pretty home on wooded lot.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer Centratitearifed-iffr,
family room, all built-ins, double carport and priced to
sell.

town. You
possession

THREE BEDROOM, TWO fireplaces, family room. On
real large wooded lot it 1509 Sycamore.

at Whwell
inset shady
paved road
end can be
3-bedroom
td.
miles east
h on liven

THREE BEDROOM BRICK veneer, near Robertson
School. Has family room and kitchen combination, living
room, central heat and air.

room brick
round Road
This is a
Is priced
00.
ga Church
wick house
y Lake on
basement,
$18,500.
11 we have
Rh central
oekig, carand hall, 6
le, $22,000.
I, must be
ert only.
1% blocks
=pus we
brick with
just been
idy for ocwith deed.
a bid.
gadIn I5
have some
. No. 1 lo;treet. This
ivate wartrage aPartre an extra
and a good
large shady

itreet. Ext
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noting for
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place to
ing take a

wit we have
apartments
de and is
and 3 seCleve for

3-bedroom
Detates that
extra well
nily room,
ort, outside
1 and air,
paved
and owners. house or

THREE BEDROOM BRICK veneer on North 10th Street
Central heat, family room, large living and dining room.
POW BEDROOM BRICK veneer with full basement on
limn 7th Street. -Here is a house well worth the price
Let as show you.
BE SURE TO SEE THIS beaittiNil four bedroom Colonial
style home on East Dogwood Drive:

Penalty

sd

xic

ob

R, Hawaii
we teams
construe trrust Terralands. In
highways
three have
hook wie.
and die; providing
the eat-

AUTOS POR SALE

SALE

AUTOS POE BALI

HARP & SON GENERAL STORE

ATTRACTIVE BRICK VENEER built by reputable builder. Three bedrooms, two baths abundant wardrobe and
storage space. large living room with dining area Extra*
large garage Located in fine neighborhood near University.

Located at Junction of Route I 21 South and Hwy
- . 444
at NEW CONCORD

GRAND OPENING

THREE BEDROOM FRAME ON South 8th Street across
the street from Murray High School. Nice place for the
price.
'THIRTY ACRES OF GOOD LAND with real nice brick
home. All modern, beautiful lawn Just 8 miles from
Murray.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY - Closed Sat. Midnight to Sun. Midnight

35 ACRES WITH GOOD HOUSE and stock barn Also
has modern farrowing hog barn. This place is 5 miles
southeast on 121 Highway.

• GROCERIES • FISHING -EQUIPMENT-,
• PICNIC SUPPLIES
•'LIVE. BAIT
• FEED
• GENERAL MERCHANDISE

WE HAVE SEVERAL NICE lake cottages and lots in all
areas of the lake
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR a building lot in town or
country, see us. We have them at greatly reduced prices.

for Saturday Opening
KIST SOFT DRINKS
CAKES FROM WONDER BREAD

FREE!!

Guy Spam
Real Estate Agency

for FREE DELIVERY
During Tile Day!

PHONE 436-2304

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
of Parking Space

suelr•ess Phone 753-7724 - Horne Phone, Oily Spann.
753-2557 - Louise Baker 753-2409 - Onyx Ray 75311019 - Prentice Dunn 753-5725

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES OFFERED

WEAL NOTATE POE SALE

ESTATE FOR MAW

LOST man's Longine watch at
Kenlake Golf court. Rectangular face and gold band, $25.00
reward. If found call 753-1916
July-7-P

Phone 753-5862
vi.sesisetre.

BOSTON TERRIER puppies. su
weeks old. Has been wormed.
Black with
white markings.
rather AKC registered, mother
not registered. Will sell reasonable. Call 753-8030 or 753-1790
after 5:00 p. en.
TFNC

1969 OPEL GT. Exceputionally nice. Red finish.
Save $1,000 from original sticker price!
1987 MERCURY Cougar. 3.
speed. special wlreels.
Clean. Only $1,995.00.
1968 DATSUN Pickup. Two
to choose from, both extra clean. 6-ply tires,
overload springs, 6-foot
bed. Only $1,395.00.
1987 DATSUN 4-Door Sedan.
--conditioner.eeec
tires. Real economy.
Only $995.00.

NOTICE

-Timm

CARD OF THANKS
,,.,We wish to thank all of the
periple who were so kind to us
in the accident and death of
our Lather, Clyde Burton. The
doctors and staff at Vanderbilt
Hospital, the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Horne for being so patient and considerate
Sons Virgil Gene Burton,
James Earl Burton we
ITC

NOTICE

CHEVY Impala 4-Door
Sedan. V-8, extra nice.
$595.00.

.ter-Mcitimieir
Datsun
OPEN EVENINGS
Sycarnore Street
Phone 753 7114

OPPORTUNI

RIGHT IN THE
PALM Of
YOUR
HAND

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
•

FORD 2-Door Hardtop.
V-8. sharp. $595.00. --

PREMIUM TIRES, fully guaranteed, 4-ply nylon, W. S. W.; 1963 CHEVY Bel Air. Auto650x13, $16.72; 735x14, $18.50, _
matic, 4 Door. Nice.
775x14, $19.92; 825x14, $20.70;
$545 00.
1155x14, $22.02; 775:15, $19.68;
815x15, $20.51; 845:15, $21.76;
1965 VW. Radio Real
900x15, $23.38. Uncle Jeff's.
clean. $795.00.
July-3-P
1964 GTO 4-speed. Nice.
HOLSTEIN
HEIFER, should'
$795.00.
calve is 2 to 4 weeks, 900-1000
lbs., $300.00. Phone Toy Lee 1966 SIMCA 4 - Door.
Radio
Barnett 753-4776. Also septic
and heater. A real buy!.
tank work, dirt and gravel.
Up to 35 m.p.g. Only.
July-2-C
$495.00.
LARGE SPOTTED pony. Phone
1966 "1600 SPORTS:CRIER...Bailey Barnett 753-5831.
to choose "frorii. Real
July-2-C
nice. Only $1,096,05.
dresser,
HOTPOINT RANGE
set of end tables and set of 1964 CHRYSLER "300r-j
-Dr...,_
lamps. All in good condition
Hardtop. Automatic and
July-2-C
Phone 753-6110.
power. Local car. Clean.
Only $695.00.
BABY BUGGY sad MR seat
Phone 753-9925.

BEAUTIFUL aircondttioned 3- 76'i ACRE FARM on Irvan CASH or good trade in for your
bedrooms brick, family mom, Cobb Road, $14,000.00. Phone old piano. Leach's Music and
doubie carport, storage maim Mayfield 247-6505.
July-3-NC TV. Phone 753-7575. July-7-C
pony treble, city water,
acres, paved road. Near Bent- C. 0. BONDURANT Realty & MOBILE
HOME
Insurance.
on- Kentucky. $26,500. Phone Tax Service. Member "Multiple Broad coverage, low rates. Call
2-6024274197.
ITC Listing" To buy or sell call us before you buy. Galloway
7534954 or res. 753-3460.
REGISTERED quarter mare
Insurance & Real Estate AgBY OWNER, new three-bedroom
July-3-C
ency. Phone 7634845. Murray, Five year old dun. Great grand
brick house in Murray. Good
daughter of Oklahoma Star P8.
Ky.
- July-11-C
location. Phone 753-46114.
Phone 753-7425 after 5:00 p in.
LOST: bunch of keys between
July-3-C
July-2-C
15th and 12th on south aide of
OFFERED
Poplin
:at 6:00 a. in., Tuesday
USED Speed Queen clothes dryJUST IN TIME FOR
morning. Please return to 121)3 TWO LOTS at Penorausa Shore*, CARPRITIST: sew or remadar
er. Very good condition. Phone
located on Jacks Creek. Call 43E- keg For hie astbsedis mil
Poplar or phone 753-2748.
753-4429.
J-2-C
JULY 4TH HOLIDAY
IWO.
TFNC Braley Duey 401-81X).
TFC
July-3-P
REGENT
1967
mobile
home,
KENIANA SHORES, Mobile PROFTSSIONAL Painting ta25% to 35% mart down or 10' x 50', all gas, * conditionHome Lot, 80' a 200', full price tenor and exterior. Relertmeen 1th
HELP WANTED
1695; $10 per month. Witter Free estimates. Phone 7538411. suits, sport coats, swim wear, ed. Phone 436-5862 et 753-7770.
walk shorts, short sleeve
WANTED: someone who does available, lake access, 436-5320
July4-C
July-12C
lite
ironing in their home Have
July-34
mostly permanent press items.
COMPLETE MOBILE HOME RETHE COLLEGE SHOP
Wiil deliver end pick up. Call A WOMAN'S dream home,
PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile
Across Street from MSU
torn-built
by
Owen,
luxur
Home
753.7820 after 5:00.
Repairs all makes and
July-3-P
Library'
clement galore; huge kitchen; models. Call day or night. CalJuly-2-C
two baths; carpeted; drape., vert City 395-7553. Long disNOTICE
em morn; central heat and air, Mace oail collect. Fast efficfireplace; tile foyer; indirect jolt service at reasonable coat
lighting; intercom, double gaTFC MALE COLLEGE student needs
rage; three bedrooms; much
part-time job. Experienced in
more. Must be seen 753-8706. SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and grocery store, trucking and au804 North 20th
H-July,3-C small appliances repaired and tomotive parts. Call 753-4010.
yard tools sharpened. 512 It.
July 2-C
BY 11101ArN ER : three houses in S uth 12th
Street. Phone 753New Concord on Hwy., 1 two 6067.
TIC
apartment. 1, nine room beim,
•
MONEY TO WAN for new and
both brick veneer 1, three bed- 147: RAUL HAY. Have hay used automobBes, trucks, boats
room, large garage, all have truak. Have crew. Phone 753- and motors, mobile homes,
wall towall carpeting, storm 4101 or 763-31W:
July-3-NC campers, camping trailers and
windows and doom, insulated
motorcycles. See year WA.
DRESS
MAKING, no alterations.
Priced for quick sale. Gardie R.
nusnce Agent at 203 South
Jones, Route 2, Hazel, Kentucky reasohaMe rata. Call 753-7551 or call 753-1222.
Julye-P
phone 436 2353
July-3-P

fws

NEW DATSUN
TRADE-(NS

1964
FOR longer wear beep carpets
dean with Blue Lustre- Rent,,..
electric shampooer $1. Big K. 1963
July-3-C

IAS - OIL - MARINE OIL

CALL

Corner of 6th & Main

FOR SALE OR RENT: House
trailer, 10' x 51', '61 model.
Phone 753-7856 or 753-6231.
August-1-C

Your Local GULF Dealer for

NOW IS THE TIME TO LIST your house for sale. We
need medium priced listings. Call as and we will be
glad to come out and appraise your house at no coat to
you. You are under no obligation.

EXCLUSIVE DIS1111BUTOlis
,
illitTAITOR ['ULF STATION
- WE WILL NOT BE
UNDERSDLID_=__
-

14' RUNABOUT, motor acid
trailer. rally equipped, extra
nice. Also 9% HP Evinrude motor with /mall Belling boat.
Sportsman Dock on Jonathon
Creek. Gall 354-6568 or 753-2590.
July-2-C

SATURDAY, JULY 4th

117 ACRES WITH GOOD HOUSE, three car garage.
House has central heat. Here is a bargain. Just 8 miles
northeast of Murray.

'

CASH AND CARRY. New load
carpet. Commercial type hi.
density rubber back, $3.95 eq.
yd. Heavy shag, 33.95 sq. yd.
Mao in stock. Big bargain pile,
$1.99 sq. yd. and $2.99 sq. yd.
for anything in pile while it
leas. Paschall's Discount House,
liszei, Kentucky 492-0733. We
will be open 4th of July.

ANNOUNCE THEIR

TWO BEDROOM FRAME near University. All Knotty
pine interior. Priced right.

WANTED TO BUY approximately 5 acre tract of land on
southwest side of county. Must
be on good gravel or black toe
road and on mail route. Partially wooded land preferred.
Contact Earl Spann, Route 2,
Pochontaa, Ill 82Z/5.
July24

;/.

Nance

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer no South 17th Street
This house has everything you could ask for in a fine
home. Call us and take a look.

Plenty

,

at

NEW HOME IN BAGWELL MANOR. Three bedroom
brick veneer, central heat and air. Large family room.

WANTED TO BUY

tzel
:ense
es

Poe

UNE J.four wheel drive. 1909 CHEVROLET Impala two- 1966 BUICK Wildcat with faclow mileage, has two tops.
door hardtop with factory air tory air and all power. Local
7611-7880.
TIC and power steering. Low mile- err. 1962 Buick station wagon
age can. 1967 Olds 98 LuxtUy *Rh air and power. Rack on
1967 FORD pick-up truck. Like sedan. Factory air and all pow- ins Cain and Taylor Gulf Stanew Straight shift, V-8 engine. er. Vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor tion Corner of 6th and Main.
Phone 753-3382.
July-3-C
July413 Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
July-3-C
Main.
1964 PLYMOUTH Fury, V-8, 4
BODY MAN SPECIAL, 1967
door sedan. Real good can. 1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker Buick 4 door, 10,000 actual
Phone 753-4516 alter 6:00 p. m. Lour door hardtop with air and miles, drive away for $895.00
July-3-NC power. 1968 El Camino Chevro- Call 436-5570.
July-6-C
let pick-up, automatic, V-8, pow•
BUILDING for automive work.
Cain
roof.
vinyl
Air compressor and hot water
1968 WILCAT. All power with er steering and
CornStation.
Mr. Phone 753-4616 after 6:00 and Taylor Gulf
furnished, nice office. Phone
POE
RENT
July-3-C
er of 6th and Mal.
p. m.
753-3018.
July-7-C
July-3-NC
GT. THREE
Fastback
Toruio
FORD
1968
1967 CHEVROLET Impala Sport
-BEDROOM brick on 312
pick-up keen
Coupe, V-8, automatic, power 1970 New Chevrolet
Phone 492-8283. July-7Z FURNISHED apartment at 1604
Taylor Gulf StaDodson, for rent for die sumstewing, air conditioning, 37,- truck. Cain and
Main.
and
tion. Corner of 6th
mer months. Reasonable. Phone
000 miles. Reason for
TRAILERS
on
Kentucky
Lake
July-3-C
753-6564.
July-2-C
going to Vietnam. See or by week
month, air condiRoller Cooper 7534336.
.
1966 FALCON sedan, 6-cylind- tioned, pn
lots. In Blood
July-8-P er automatic. 1967 Buick La- river area. Coil 436-2323.
LARGE NICE furnished apartSabre. Nice can with air and
July-2-C tnent. Carpeted and air condiGulf
tioned. Married couples only.
17 FT INSULATED Van on power. Cain and Taylor
1958 GMC 2% ten chassis. Van Station. Comer of 6th and Main- 30 FT. PONTOON boat. By the Located 100 South 13th Street.
July-3-C day or by
Kelly's Peet Control. July-2-C
body A-1 with metal floor. Ideal
the week. Phone 753for contractors, storage, etc. 1966 OLDBLI4 with feeterY air 5754 or 753-8404.
July-8-C 12'
50' TWO-BEDROOM moTruck needs motor repair. Best and
bile home. Air cooditioned,
power. 1966 Ford Fairoffer over $460.00. Phone 753- lane two door hardtop. Cain and 10 FT. WIDE
two-oectrocan mo- washer. Nice location. Special
2700.
July-8-C Taylor Gulf Statiion. Corner of bile home. Air
conditioned, au- summer rates. Phone 901-642July-3C tomatic washer, shady lot pri- 5370.
July-7-P
8th and Main.
1965. MUSTANG 2519 Cruise-a- 1965 PONTIAC two door hard- vate drive, sea.%) per nYoetth
34 miles
matic, $750.00 or will make top. 1964 Pontiac Bonneville Phone 489-3623.
July-3-C 34IEDROOM
Ra Iihat highway, city water. Alreasonable trade. Phone 753- tair door hardtop with factory
8812 or 753-6734. Can be seen aa. sod au power. cara rad-TWO-BEDROOM
orifttrniebeireft-Seeiss furnished aPactreent
sag RN ramie for two months.
at Starks Mobile Homes.
lfim
Tay
Station. Comer of house or the corner of 7th
aLGL
eth lo
July-8-P
July-3-C
jub,_3z Vine. Phone 753-21115. July4C 1111°.
11

IN SH.EeviolOD FOREST we have-thie extra nice three
bedroom brick veneer, central heat and air. Large woeded lavna.

901 Sycamore -

Read FAate
I you have
rade check
sir listings
Roberts at
and see us
We like to
July4-C

AUTOS

Will Be

CLOSED FRIDAY4 SATURDAY
GET
ATTENTION

July 3 and 4, for the Holiday
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THURSDAY — JULY 2.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Sou
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during
You can fight high prices and celebrate the Nation's Independence
just a few
Big K's gigantic JULY 4TH SALE all day Saturday. These are
of the many special values awaiting

9:00 a.m. TO 900 p.m.
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$1244

_LPIECE

BEVERAGE SET

20-Gal.
Galvanized

Garbage
CAN
66

Consist of Pitcher and
6 12-oz. Glosses. Gold
or Avocado.

WITH COVER

FIRST AID SPRAY

COPPertOne
Tanning Butter

Compare at 2.00
4-Ounce Reg. 1.75

i th
COCOA BUTTER
COCONUT OR

.
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BEACH THONGS
18'

ONLY

PAIR

Metal

TOOL BOX

THIS COUPON WORTH

construction
Steel
handle, metal
with
latch and lift-out tray.
Hundi.eds of uses.
Compare at 5.00

Compare .• '6.5C
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Embossed Paper

NAPKINS

2 SPEED

250 Napkins
in poly pack
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20-INCH BREEZE-BOX

WAGNER'S Big 54-Ounce

ELECTRIC FAN REVERSIBLE

DRINKS

20"
oor

22 Inch 3 HP Briggs & Stratton Engine

Breakfast Orange, Low
Calorie Orange, Grape or
Grapefruit. Better stock
up now.

DELUXE

61
2-oz. Size
/

_tHOTCE 37C

MUTT DRINKS

-YouR

Solo Cup Bathroom

DISPENSER
A -new concept in tunT7
Throw it! Kick 4t Catch it!
--Fun for boys and girls
and the family too! -

ITH

2-0Z. PLASTIC CUPS
1
TEN 3/

Just stick on wall
keeps cups handy,
colors.
decorator
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(SATURDAY, JULY 4th
mitot KINDNESS 20

DELUXE_
MULTICOLOR

United

OPEN ALL DAY

PRICES GOOD ONE DAY ONLY
SATURDAY, JULY 4th
AND SUNDAY JULY 5, IF STILt-AVAILABLE' —
Six Strands
Of Sturdy
Webbing On
•
Sturdy Aluminum
Frame

ire

19 110.3 H.P. Brlqqs &_Stratton

Engine

supER.mow

20 Inch. 3 H.P. Briggs & Stratton Engine

DyNA.mow

$44"
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BEL AIR 'SHOPPING CENTER

FREE
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